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Modeling worlds of life, culture, and art:
Primary ‘bricks’ to be used in deductive construing
the Mental Universe
Summary. To realize famous program proposed by Leonhard Euler (to deduce the
entire Universe proceeding from the only principle of optimality), it is desirable to
systematize primary elements used, in a tandem with recommendations for their
unfolding and combining. ‘Elementary bricks’ are deduced in the framework of the
systemic-informational approach: hierarchical structures (‘towers of levels’ of the
information processing, both in the brain and the society), latent variables (including
three-dimensional Perceptual Space and Perceptual Time, as well as the contraposition
of High and Low), phenomena of divergent evolution, hemisphericity, various devices of
art, etc. Being joined with each other, they result in mental and cultural worlds of tools
(including aesthetic objects) for human activity and social relations.
Keywords: information, entropy, system, optimization, Euler’s program, environment,
art, perception, activity, culture, hierarchy, vertical dimension, space, time, divergence,
brain asymmetry, neural force.

I sit in a wood and stare
Up at untroubled branches
Locked together and staunch as
Though girders of the air:
And think, the first wind rising
Will crack that intricate crown
And let the daylight down
But there is naught surprising
Can explode the single mind: –
Let figs from thistles fall
Or stars from their pedestal,
This architecture will stand.
C.Day Lewis, Transitional poem (1929)
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Today, the systemic-information approach to mental processes puts force, embracing
almost all Cultural World – see, e.g., Golitsyn, 1997; Golitsyn & Petrov, 1995, 2005,
2007; Petrov, 2001, 2002, 2004, 2007, 2008a, 2014 . In most cases, theoretical
models derived are nothing else than logical (sometimes mathematical) unfolding
of the ‘principle of the information maximum’ which is the general postulate of this
approach. In other words, the program proposed about 250 years ago by Leonhard
Euler (previously his idea seemed to be utopian: to deduce all the Universe proceeding
from the only postulate – see Golitsyn & Levich, 2009; Levich, 2010) is actually in
the phase of realization.
Meanwhile, till now the overwhelming majority of studies in this field, usually dealt
with primary elements (phenomena) which were weakly co-ordinated with each
other; they did not form a system; as well, the rules of their combining belonged to
different levels. That is why it seems desirable to deduce these matters theoretically,
and first of all, to clear up the origin of each of them – its roots and possible areas of
application when further theoretical ‘construing’ (i.e., logical deducing) the reality of
our mental life.
[In fact, even when ‘fantastic construing’ features of possible cultural life at other
planets, – we should know which namely primary elements (phenomena) are
invariant over concrete conditions of their functioning (e.g., gravitation, period of
rotation around the local ‘Sun,’ and so on), – being opposed to some other elements
which are valid only for the given planet? Quite analogous situation takes place when
cultural forecasting: in long-term perspective, the picture to be built, may be similar
to life at other planets!]
So, what primary matters (for further ‘construing’) can be deduced in the framework
of our systemic-informational approach?
1. Returning to the cornerstones of the systemic-informational approach
Perhaps, before one’s lips was born a whisper,
In a pre-forest air were whirling leaves…
Ossip Mandelshtam, Octaves

To start our construing, it is necessary to turn to the foundations of the systemicinformational approach, the essence of which consists in maximization of the mutual
information between the system and its environment. [The system may be a worm, a
human being, forest, language, society, kind of art, and so forth.]
It is known that mutual information between two variables x and y can be defined
(Fano, 1951) through the symmetrical expression:
I (x, y) = log [p(x, y) / p(x) p(y)],
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where p(x), p(y) are probabilities of the values x and y; and p(x, y) is the joint
probability of the combination of x and y. When the parameters x and y relate to the
environment and the given system respectively, mutual information characterizes the
“fitness” of the system for the environment (Golitsyn & Petrov, 1995, p. 3).
We would remind the principal condition of such optimization – a certain value (the
so-called Lagrangian) is to be maximal:
L (X,Y) = H (Y) – H (Y/X) – β R (X, Y) → max,
where H (Y) is the entropy of the system’s states, H (Y/X) the entropy of the system’s
errors in responses, R (X,Y) the average resource expense for the system’s states Y
and the environmental states X, and β the indicator of the deficit of the resource (β
= 0 when the system possesses unlimited resource, and β = 1 when strong resource
deficit). The role of resource can be played by different ‘substrates’: in economics it
might be money, in mechanics – energy, in chemistry – substance, in sociology and
cultural studies – the number of active (or creative) persons in the society, etc.
As far as the sum of three items is to be maximized, we have three fundamental
tendencies of the system’s behavior:
A. Expansion – the aspiration to increase the number and the variety of the states
of the environment in which the system can exist. This is made possible by the
corresponding increase in the variety of the system’s responses H (Y). Such tendency
is often named ‘search behavior.’
B. Idealization – the aspiration to increase the ‘exactness’ of the system’s responses,
i.e., to decrease the entropy of the system’s behavioral errors H (Y/X). This tendency
is sometimes called ‘conservative inclination.’
C. Economy of resources. This item contains two multiplied constituents. Hence, it
can be expressed either in the choice of the system’s states responding to minimal
average resource expense R (X, Y), or in the aspiration to decrease the deficit of
resource β, i.e., to increase resource supply.
The above set of tendencies – how does it work in relation to the structure of the
system considered? Of course, usually these three tendencies are tightly connected,
interwoven. However, only the first tendency (A) and the second one (B) deal
immediately with the system’s states, whereas the third tendency (C) is capable of
influencing upon these states only indirectly, through the resource requirements.
[The role of the resource tendency is similar to the functions of book-keeping in a
large contemporary company: the main function of each book-keeping is to inform
the President about possible financial limitations when choosing the variant of
further development of the company, out of several possible versions, these versions
themselves being derived by appropriate company’s departments.] That is why it
seems reasonable to proceed from the first and the second tendencies – to come to
some conclusions concerning the system’s parameters.
Let’s consider possible logical sequences of these tendencies, beginning from the very
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early evolutionary stages – and coming to contemporary situations – in the entire life
and mental sphere. In the next section of this text, the consideration ‘proceeds from
the end’ (as well this logic will take place within some fragments of the forthcoming
narration).
Our starting point will be the evident fact of nowadays existence of various rather
perfect, ‘well developed’ systems: the forest, the human being, language, some
kinds of art, etc. Meanwhile, we know that once upon a time, at the initial steps of
the evolution (i.e., many milliards years ago), there was no ordering (or almost no
ordering) in the Universe: everywhere disordered elements (atoms and/or molecules)
were simply mixed, without (or almost without) any hierarchy, structure, etc.
Two ways are possible for building the trajectory between these states – for any
system (a path from initial disordering – to nowadays highly structured state). The
first way deals with certain fixed, given object, though it needs ‘polishing’ some of its
features – gradually coming to more and more perfect, organized structure. Example
of such system is a stone at the beach: it experiences some internal (structural)
transformations; as well, the stone is polished by the waves. But in principle, while
the evolution, we deal with the situation of ‘object’s identity’: it is the same object
(the given stone).
The second way is quite opposite: the system consists of elements which are constantly
replacing each other, as if they belonged to different generations; so the ‘identity’ of
the system relates only to definite invariants over various temporal transformations.
There are many examples of such systems relating to biology, demography, cultural
studies, and so on. For instance, a certain kind of art functioning in the society,
usually consists of many works which are constantly created – in order to replace
(meaning their functioning) some previously produced ones. Quite similarly, the flux
of generations within the biological species, is constantly changing, so the ‘identity’
of the given species – as a system – can be ascribed only to the invariant, i.e., the
entire flux, but not to its separate elements.
[Of course, these two ‘ideal’ logical ways can be sometimes combined, being used at
different stages of the construing the system’s evolution. However, they are different
in principle, concerning both the logic of unfolding and the sphere of reality to be
modeled.]
Our further consideration will follow the logic of the second way, which seems to
be more effective, more constructive, more promising, adequate to the evolutionary
reality, and so on. (Nevertheless, one shouldn’t neglect the potentialities which are
‘hidden’ within the first way.)
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2. The very existence of any system – two principal evolutionary ‘inventions’:
reflexion in a tandem with islands of autonomy, and their ‘mutual baby’ –
hierarchy
Two bees within a chrystal flowerbell rocked
Hum a lovelay to the westwind at noontide.
Both alike, they buzz together,
Both alike, they hum together
Through and through the flowered heather.
Alfred Tennyson, Dualisms

Let’s turn to the above two principal ‘decisive’ systemic tendencies (A, B). Which of
them should be prevailing at the early stages of the evolution of any system? – Of
course, when the system is rather ‘weak’ (and hence, it possesses rather restricted
potentialities to become more perfect), – it would be desirable to appeal to both
tendencies! But out of them – exactly that tendency seems to be more advantageous,
which deals immediately with inter-element processes, and first of all, with their
increasing scales (growing sizes of functioning). So, we should start our ‘construing’
from the first tendency – expansion! What might be its ‘face’ in application to interelement processes?
These interactions can be treated as ‘trials’ to combine various elements which
are present in the surroundings for the future (potential) system. Out of theses
combinations, it is possible to single out those ones which form something like
‘steady alliances,’ i.e., they occur so tightly connected with each other, that the ‘fruit’
of their combining would be stable, resisting (at least during certain time range) to
most further combining which would require replacing of one of the constituents.
[Thus, in case of such elements as atoms, their combining can result in formation of
molecules; e.g., two atoms of hydrogen combined with an atom of oxygen, produce
the molecule H2O; here the criterion of the alliance stability, is to have 8 electrons at
the outward orbit of each atom to be combined.]
In turn, out of such steady combinations, certain ones – the most ‘strong,’ ‘mighty’ –
should be singled out, which satisfy the conditions named ‘autocatalytic.’ (Because
the most obvious examples of such situations relate to the sphere of chemistry.)
Here the heart of the matter is such a specific (partial) case of elements’ interactions,
when they support (and even strengthen) the process of combining – through the
‘identity’ of one of its constituents – with final result (‘fruit’) of combining. Due to
this, the “positive feedback” takes place, capable of producing ‘self-organization’
within a definite fragment of the space. For instance, when reaction between
substances P and Q:
P + 2 Q → 3 Q,
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one molecule of P is transformed – in ‘catalytic’ presence of molecules Q – into one
(additional) molecule of substance Q. Such autocatalytic reaction is usually depicted
graphically in the form of a loop (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 – Scheme of the loop characterizing the logic of autocatalytic reaction
From the methodological point of view, we deal with the phenomenon of “reflexion”
– in a genuine scientific sense of this term: “as the transformation of the conditions of
the control (‘means’) into the aim of the control (‘end’), as the transfer of the control
from the effect to the cause. This looks like a ‘reverse motion’ along the causal bonds
from the end to the beginning” (Golitsyn & Petrov, 1995, p. 35).
The phenomenon of reflexion should display itself (and it did really display itself) in
various fields and on various stages of the evolutionary process. Moreover, further this
phenomenon will occur the most important principle of the evolution. “This principle
provides the qualitative jump in the development of the system, the transition of life
to a new level of organization. There are many ‘thresholds’ and ‘jumps’ on the way of
evolution. One of them is the jump from the non-living matter to living matter, when
Nature had to build very large and complicated molecular structures (polypeptides
and polynucleotides) to provide self-reproduction. The other well-known jump was
the jump from the animal to man, the origin of human consciousness.
Many investigators felt special mechanisms had to exist to overcome such thresholds.
Hypercycle proposed by M.Eigen (1951) is an example of such a mechanism.
Reflexion is the general principle of the organization of such mechanisms.
Reflexion as a principle is inherent to the nature of the informational interaction as
such: a control system can control itself, can be an object of self-control. There is a
variety of mechanisms of control on different levels of organization, but the principle
remains the same.
Reflexion allows a new control level to be ‘built up’ on top of the old one <…> One of
the most important consequences of reflexion was the emergence of the hierarchical
organization of the control processes in the living organism. A new level of hierarchy
arises when any control process becomes the object (the ‘end’) of another control
process. It opens the possibility for the directed perfection and optimization of the
first process. One may say that all progress in the evolution of life is based on the
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hierarchical organization and optimization of the control systems and processes by
means of reflexion.
The result of such development was the emergence of multi-level hierarchical control
structures. In these structures information is transmitted from the lower level to a
higher one, where it is evaluated, selected, and processed. On the other hand, the
higher level transmits to the lower one controlling influences, which determine the
work of this level” (ibid., pp 35-36). The scheme of such hierarchical structure is
shown by Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 – The main result of reflexivity – multi-level hierarchical structure of
information processing
Reflexive structures penetrate all the stages of the evolution: from its very beginning
– to contemporary one. This device is inherent to the entire nowadays post-modern
cultural life, which proclaims the importance of manifests and other kinds of
theoretical (i.e., reflexive) knowledge. In particular, reflexive structures reveal
themselves in such a direction which is named ‘Constructive Conceptualism’: each
work of art combines the artistic structure exhibited – with theoretical reflexion of
this structure. (This direction was realized mainly in painting – by Vitaly Gribkov.)
Meanwhile, evidently to materialize such structures (filled by reflexive ‘interior’), it
is desirable to defend it from outer destroying interactions – by means of something
like a border. Perhaps, here our ‘construing’ should resort to the help of the second
fundamental tendency (B – idealization)? – Yes, it occurs to be reasonable, because
exactly the border is the best tool capable of realizing minimal errors when the system’s
interacts with its environment. This tool is subdued to two kinds of requirements:
– the border should not be ‘absolutely deaf’ – it should provide certain transfer both
of energy (needed for the system’s functioning) and information (at least concerning
changes in the environment); otherwise, the system wouldn’t exist;
– the border should function as a certain ‘instrument for selection,’ e.g., providing
transmission of some signals (or substances), and prohibiting transfer of some others.
A brilliant example of satisfying both requirements is well known: such a device as
the membrane (Fig. 3). This rather old ‘tool for selection’ permits to distinct between
different substrates, and apply different criteria for their transfer. For instance, let’s
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suppose that in the surroundings, a chemical storm is raging: the concentration of a
certain substance shows increasing 100 times, and another substance 1000 times. But
across the border (i.e., behind the ‘fence’ created by the membrane), absolute still
takes place: the concentration of the first substance shows only 2 times growth, and
the second one shows no change.

Fig. 3 – An example of creating a ‘selective border’: the membrane
In other words, chaos and disordering in the surroundings, are opposed by order
and organization behind the ‘fence,’ i.e., low entropy. Nevertheless, in spite of such
isolation, the membrane gives the opportunity to interact with the environment: to
receive both energy and information. Due to this evolutionary ‘invention,’ the living
matter could create its own ‘dwelling places,’ certain ‘islands of autonomy’ appeared,
where the entropy started decreasing. This device had many faces (echoes) at various
phases of the evolution, in the form of the skin, hairs, burrow, and so forth, up to
special places for art – museums.
On the territory of such ‘islands,’ the living matter could show growing selforganization, in particular of that hierarchical kind which has been considered above.
So, these islands provide the space for reflexion (the potentialities of which are great,
which was shown earlier). So, hierarchical structures can become the reality! How
it can be realized? We will outline the most probable version of this process (see Fig. 4).

Fig.4 – Possible process of forming hierarchical structures out of a disordered
‘soup’ of units
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Let’s suppose that some of such ‘islands’ do really coexist within a definite fragment
of the space. Each unit of this kind is more or less ‘perfect,’ being able to realize
effective (due to reflexion) self-organization and to defend itself from outer
destructive influences – but possessing abilities (provided by the border) to receive
both energy and information. These units (e.g., cells) – how can they interact, meaning
informational exchange – within such a disordered medium – something like a soup?
Informational activity of each unit (concerning its interactions with other units) can
be considered as the transformation of certain signals at the ‘input’ of each unit – into
signals at its ‘output.’ Evidently, as far as the purpose of this transformation should
be to make the system’s functioning more effective (i.e., spending less resource),
something like ‘aggregating’ would be realized, coming to less volume of the
information at the unit’s output – in comparison with the information at the input. But
how many inputs and outputs, i.e., informational channels, – are preferable for each
unit – in order it would function perfectly, meaning its interactions with other units?
Of course, at the output preferable is only one channel: it would be better if the unit
presented the results of its informational activity in the most ‘laconic’ (compact)
form. As for the number of inputs, there exist certain contradictory requirements: on
the one hand, the unit should ‘embrace’ maximal information (subjected to further
aggregation), so it would be better to have many input channels; but on the other
hand, it would be necessary to economize the resource spent for the informational
activity, and hence, the number of input channels to be embraced, should be limited.
Later we shall return to this problem, and the task will be solved: preferable are
either 2 or 3 input channels, and this finding will be used by us immediately in our
consideration. Namely such situation is reflected by Fig. 4: each unit possesses two
or three input channels, and one output channel.
Within this ‘soup’ – what connections can be established between the units? – The
most ‘advantageous’ (for the purpose of effective information transfer) would be the
case, when the ‘output channel’ of a certain unit occurs to be used as one of the
‘input channels’ for another unit. Exactly such situation takes place at the upper right
corner of Fig. 4: here all three inputs of the unit are used by outputs of ‘preceding’
units, so the last one aggregates information received on three preceding channels;
besides, its own informational activity consists in reducing the number of channels
three times. Hence, in total, due to such links, the number of channels decreases 3 ∙ 3
= 9 times. In case of two input channels, this decreasing is only 2 ∙ 2 = 4 times. So,
such aggregating can come to the entire diminishing of links – in the range from 4 to
9 times. Naturally, the version of 9 times is better than 4 times: the information occurs
to be processed with less resource expense. (And exactly such values of information
aggregating were observed empirically in various systems.) Hopefully such cases
would take place more or less frequently.
But these ‘advantageous situations’ are nothing else than the arising of the next level
of the informational hierarchy which has been considered earlier (Fig. 2) – as the
main result of reflexion! Hence, our ascending path: from disordered chaos – towards
highly ordered hierarchical structures – is, in principle, provided with necessary
‘equipment.’
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3. Continuing the system’s enhancement: binary oppositions and vertical
dimension

Cependant que la cloche eveille sa voix claire
A l’air pur et limpide et profond du matin
Et passe sur l’enfant qui jette pour lui plaire
Un angelus parmi la lavande et le thym,
Le sonneur effleure par l’oiseau qu’il eclaire,
Chevauchant tristement en gegnant du latin
Sur la pierre qui tend la corde seculaire,
N’entend descendre a lui qu’on tintement
lointaine.
Stefane Mallarme, Le sonneur

So, our construing the reality arrived to the stages of rather ‘advanced’ situations,
i.e., we came to systems which can be characterized as possessing rather high
degree of organization. But strictly speaking, this parameter itself: the ‘degree of
enhancement’ –used in our narration, how could it appear in our text? In principle,
why we may discuss any systemic problems, resorting to the help of such ‘generalized
term’ embracing various ‘partial features’? How did such generalized terms arise
– in the framework of our systemic-informational approach? Does the ‘degree of
enhancement’ belong to ‘genuine generalized features’ of the dynamics? Do there
really exist – these ‘generalized means’?
Going ahead of the logic of our deductive construing, we foretell the arising of
certain ‘latent variables,’ dealing again with aggregation of partial properties. So,
we should consider the entire problem of forming certain latent variables – various
binary oppositions (among which we would hopefully find our parameter in question
– opposition of advanced systems and non-advanced ones, distinction between ‘High’
and ‘Low’).
Returning to the fundamentals of the systemic-informational approach, we should
proceed from the above two items in the equation for L (i.e., the maximization of
the Lagrangian); they characterize the dynamics of those states which are at the
disposal of the system. As it was mentioned, these two items reflect two principal
systemic tendencies – expansion and idealization, respectively: H (Y) and H (Y/X).
We can suppose that each of these tendencies is tightly connected with various
partial properties and phenomena taking place in any system. And of course, such
connections cannot be ignored when considering possible specialization of these two
tendencies, their probable ‘separation of labor.’ [Apropos, later we will illustrate this
separation of labor when construing the phenomena of Everyday Perceptual Space
and Everyday Perceptual Time.]
Moreover, evidently namely due to connections in question, this specialization can
be provided with definite ‘strength’ and stability. Here the heart of the matter is a
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genuine systemic phenomenon called ‘centralization.’ Being common for various
systems, this phenomenon comes to the very ‘existence of the heart’ within our great
‘sea of features’!
Really, let’s consider a set of features which characterizes a certain system. These
features are connected with each other; for instance, in some regions of Russia, cold
weather is correlated with raining, the last one is correlated with Autumn, and so on;
in the social life, xenophobia is tightly connected with poor knowledge of foreign
languages, patriotism, and stupidity, etc. These links – can their system be perfected,
in order to become more economic (i.e., to follow the tendency C – economy of the
resource)? Previously, analogous problem was solved – though not in application to
links between features, but links between objects, e.g., between technical or biological
units, constituents of religious views or scientific knowledge, etc. (Golitsyn & Petrov,
1995, pp. X-XII).
“Originally, telephone nets connected subscribers to each other directly. But with
the growth of the number of subscribers n, the number of connections N grew
approximately as n2:
N = n (n – 1) / 2.
The system became complicated very fast. Simplification has been achieved by the
introduction of central telephone exchanges. Now each subscriber was connected
with the exchange and only by means of it – with the other subscribers. The number
of connections had been sharply diminished:
N = n.
The system of commerce also evolved towards centralization. At first one product was
exchanged for another one directly. But with the growth of the commodity numbers,
one of the products stood out among others (usually it was gold) and became the
‘center of exchange.’ Each product was exchanged for gold and then gold – for any
other product, The system of exchange became simplified.
One can find similar examples in many other areas of life: the evolution of the nervous
system from diffused to centralized, the evolution of political relations from the
feudal to the centralized states, and so on. This aspiration towards centralization also
moves human creative activity. It is Abraham who searches a single God controlling
the multifarious natural and spiritual phenomena. It is Newton who searches a single
Law of Universal Gravitation which explains the fall of apples, the motion of the
Moon and the planets, the tides and many other facts. One can suppose that such
regularity is also inherent to the development of scientific theory.
At the end of the evolution of a scientific theory usually only one central postulate
(principle) remains. As a rule it has the form of the optimality principle (or variational
principle) – like the principle of the least action in mechanics or the principle of the
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entropy maximum in thermodynamics and so on” (ibid., p. X).
This phenomenon is illustrated with Figure 5.

Fig. 5 – The phenomenon of centralization – three phases of the system’s
development: before centralization (left part of the drawing), after centralization
(central part), and after arising latent variable (designated by the dotted curved line
at the right part)
The general character of this phenomenon is rooted in the need to economize the
resource (e.g., the number of links to be provided). That is why it would be valid
for the links between our features in question – for rather broad circle of systems,
at various stages of their evolution. And evidently, exactly due to this phenomenon,
different features of any system should reveal inclination to form certain ‘alloys’ –
‘centralized groups,’ each of them possessing its own ‘capital.’ How many groups
of such kind are optimal for the system? Later we will show that optimal should be
either two or three groups.
And what might be the ‘capitals’ of these groups of features, or the areas of attraction
– for those features which belong to each group? Obviously, there are no other
pretenders to this role, except the above two fundamental tendencies: expansion and
idealization. Exactly these two groups of features should be optimal for functioning
of any system.
So, now genuine systemic (informational) roots became deduced – in the framework
of the systemic-informational paradigm – for the very existence of binary oppositions:
this phenomenon simply reflects the necessity for the system, to be oriented either
to the first (A) or to the second (B) tendency, i.e., either to expansion or idealization.
Such ‘necessity to choose’ was observed in many fields, especially relating to
structural studies (e.g., the contraposition of ‘own’ and ‘strange,’ ‘strict’ and ‘free,’
‘cold’ and ‘warm,’ etc.), but previously it has never been deduced proceeding from
genuine scientific postulates.
Meanwhile, what about our contraposition discussed: ‘developed’ systems versus
‘non-developed’ ones? Is it possible to construe something like ‘vertical dimension’
which would not only participate in the process of enhancement in question, but
also would embrace rather broad circle of phenomena? What can be the face of
the specialization of these two groups in application to the process of the system’s
enhancement? – The most probable reply is the following:
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– the tendency of expansion (A) possesses the inclination to ‘conquer’ new states
(and hence, new space) for the system’s functioning; as soon as the lowest pole of the
system’s development is occupied by absolute absence of any ordering – it means the
possibility to move only ‘upstairs,’ i.e., towards growing ordering; in other words,
expansion is connected mostly with ‘high’ pole, in particular for rather advanced
systems;
– the tendency of idealization (B) is directed mainly to ‘conservation’ (and ‘polishing’)
of existing states of the system, i.e., already ‘mastered’ ones; here we may deal
with any ranges of the entire diapason of ordering/disordering; but as soon as the
‘high’ pole occurred already ‘occupied’ by the tendency of expansion, the tendency
of idealization would be mostly associated with ‘low’ pole, i.e., with non-advanced
systems.
This (hypothetical) conclusion is confirmed by numerous empirical observations
relating to various spheres both of living and non-living matter.
The empirical aspect of the problem of ‘high’ and ‘low’ in the totality of different
systems (physical, biological, social, cultural, etc.), was firstly put by German A.
Golitsyn (2000) – the founder of the systemic-informational approach, who proposed
the idea of the information as the main criterion of the ‘height,’ common both for
science and the humanities. He found that both physical world and mental one possess
their own ‘Bottom’ and ‘Top,’ as well as the direction of movement (upwards) which
can be named ‘progress.’ Moreover, he formulated a criterion characterizing the
position of any system (or any element of the system) along this axis. This criterion
is quantitative and purely formal, i.e., rather general and invariant over the nature of
the system studied. It is nothing else than the degree of diversity, or the complexity,
which is reflected by the entropy (or the ‘own information’ contained in the given
system or its given element – let’s remind of the above tendency A). That is why,
for example, exactly those states (or elements) of the system should be esteemed as
‘high’ which can be met very rarely.
This criterion is rooted in the very long-range goal of the system’s behavior: to
increase its ability to survive, i.e., to keep its main structural features (to maintain
its ‘identity’). We see many examples of this phenomenon in physical systems (e.g.,
when considering the distribution of gaseous molecules in the vessel, over their
velocities – see below), biological ones, social and cultural systems, and so forth. For
instance, exactly those socio-cultural systems possess the best long-range probability
to survive, which are marked by large diversity of their elements, for example,
political or cultural attitudes.
As for the elements of the systems, usually only rather rare phenomena are highly
esteemed, treated as valuable, etc. (e.g., outstanding creative persons or genius works
of art). As soon as such creative persons (or their works) can be met very seldom, they
relate to large amount of information. So namely these elements should be considered
as ‘high.’
However, the above considerations concerned only the criterion of necessity. So, it
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is impossible to use this criterion practically (e.g., when realizing measurements),
without appropriate criterion of sufficiency, mainly because of a certain ‘ambiguity.’
Really, in many cases not all the elements – or states of the system – which are rare
(and hence, they are very informative), should be highly esteemed. For instance,
some very stupid persons (as well as some too primitive works of art), are met
rather seldom, so they respond to very large amount of information. Nevertheless,
such phenomena are never highly esteemed (except some in humorous situations).
Apropos, even in the sphere of non-living matter, we see quite analogous situations
of ‘ambiguity’: for instance,

Fig. 6 shows the distribution of molecules of hydrogen over their velocities – it
possesses two zones of low-probable states (relating either to ‘very slow’ molecules
or ‘very fast’ ones).
To overcome this difficulty (caused by the ambiguity) and to introduce genuine
criterion of sufficiency, we should again return to the very foundations of the
systemic-informational paradigm. In the framework of this paradigm, it occurs
possible to obtain the criterion in question: its essence consists in the role of the
elements considered (or states of the system studied) in the system’s interactions
with the environment – when changing the conditions of the system’s life. Of course,
exactly those elements (or those states of the system) should be treated as ‘high,’
which support the system’s ‘identity,’ in its struggle against possible destruction of
the current (achieved) system’s state. Such situations are observed in the systems
belonging both to living and non-living matter.
For instance, in the above mentioned system of gaseous molecules, all of them
participate in the struggle against the degradation of this system when transition
from 500oC to 0oC, but their impacts are different: the share of molecules possessing
velocities about 3500 m/sec, shows 9 times decreasing, whereas the share of molecules
with velocities near 2000 m/sec, shows only 1.7 times decrease. (And for ‘very hot’
molecules, this decrease is several thousand times more!) Hence, the impacts of hot
molecules are much more esteemed than the impacts of low-velocity molecules, so
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namely hot molecules should be evaluated as ‘high.’
Analogous distinction is inherent to the life of some advanced biological populations.
Thus, the Evolution ‘invented’ different informational functions for males and
females (Geodakyan, 1983, see also below): females are carriers of constant genetic
information, whereas males carry genetic diversity needed for cases of environmental
unpredictable changes. Hence, exactly males should be considered as more ‘valuable,’
‘high.’ Finally, in contemporary social life, while wars, young ladies highly esteem
a certain kind of men – officers, mainly because they play a great role in the defense
of the country and therefore should be considered as ‘high.’ In turn, young ladies
themselves form a kind of ‘vertical hierarchy,’ – over certain features, including those
relating to their appearance.
In general, certain ‘vertical dimension’ is inherent to all systems, from biology to
sociology and cultural life. One of the aspects of this hierarchy is presented by

Fig. 7 (drawing by Ksenia Mazhul) showing two ‘key points’ of biological evolution:
such primitive organisms as infusorian and rather developed dolphin. As for the
socio-cultural stage, the measurements were realized on the basis of the sociological
investigation devoted to behavior while leisure: it occurred that most people engaged
in ‘low’ professions (i.e., dealing with not-complicated labor), spend their time for
contacts with ‘low’ kinds of art, whereas those engaged in ‘high’ labor activity, devote
their leisure to ‘high’ art.
4. Tactics of the system’s development: emotions and other tools – indicators of
movement
‘O where are you going?’ said reader to rider…
W.H.Auden

Of course, the system’s enhancement doesn’t exhaust the entire nomenclature of
dynamic processes. Each system can possess its own general inclination specific for
each given moment of development. Of course, this relates only to situations when
the behavior of the system is rather organized, i.e., more or less advanced systems. In
such cases, there may appear a common direction of various behavioral acts which
can be designated by the term ‘goal,’ as if the system ‘knew the final point’ of its
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activity. [Now we, in fact, again return to the above idea of aggregating, though
possessing another ‘face.’]
For instance, a certain prose-writer wishes to become a Nobel winner – it is his rather
featured goal, and the overwhelming majority of his efforts are directed to create
more and more perfect literary structures. On the contrary, another author dreams
only of large payment, and for this goal, he writes only popular detective novels. Now
in our consideration, there is no principal difference between the behavior of these
two persons. As well, for us there is no difference between ‘vertical estimations’ of
their goals; important is only the very fact of real existence of such goals.
Sometimes the goal of the system is ‘reflected’ neither by individual consciousness
nor by social one. Moreover, the ‘goal’ can be ascribed even to the behavior of a
non-living system – when speaking of its ‘struggle for structural identity’ (e.g., in the
above example of the ensemble of gaseous molecules). Besides, there exist ‘exotic
situations’ when the contradiction arises between the ‘goal proclaimed’ verbally
– and real goal (i.e., behavioral one). Thus, in famous novel “1984” by Orwell,
exactly such cases are described: efforts of special institutions proclaiming Peace,
Abundance, and Love – are in reality directed towards War, Poverty, and Hatred,
respectively. So, only real behavior of the system can be used in order to identify its
current goal (if it does exist).
At the stage of the evolution when it came to definite individual organisms, their
effective functioning can be supported by due informational means, i.e., indicators.
And they do exist in the form of emotions. One of the most interesting approaches
to the problem of emotions – ‘biological theory of emotions’ – is that of the famous
Russian physiologist P.K.Anokhin (1978). “He saw emotion as the criterion which
makes it clear to an organism whether he moves towards a goal or away from it. In the
first case emotion is positive (‘pleasure’), in the second one – negative (‘pain’). Thus
pain and pleasure have an adaptive significance and help the organism to achieve its
goals and to survive” (Golitsyn & Petrov, 1995, p. 52).
For instance, the above mentioned writer dreaming of the Nobel prize, evaluates each
event of his literary career (e.g., a review in a literary journal), proceeding either from
approaching to this goal (which generates his positive emotion) – or growing distance
to it (negative emotion). As well, another writer dreaming mostly of great payment, is
stimulated by emotions depending of the financial success of his novels.
In the framework of the systemic-informational approach, the dynamics of the emotion
E when perceiving a certain new object, is determined by the information I received:
E = dI / dt.
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Fig. 8 – shows typical situation of such perception: dynamics both of the
information and emotion (see also Golitsyn & Petrov, 1995, pp. 51-55). One can
single out three phases of this process:
1. Rejection. Informational contact is not really established, so the system (i.e., the
subject) cannot decode the signals from the object adequately, new information carries
only further disordering, and the subject experiences decrease of the information.
Hence, his emotion is negative. The subject can simply ‘switch off’ his attention and
stop perceiving the object. But if he can compel himself to go on perceiving (i.e. to
cross the threshold, about which we shall speak later) – sooner or later the next phase
sets in.
2. Acceptance. The informational contact between the subject and the object
perceived, becomes enough effective to provide growth of the information received
(and processed). The emotion becomes positive, and the subject aspires to attract the
object, to amplify the perceptive process and to prolong it.
3. Stagnation. The flux of the information from the object perceived, occurs exhausted,
so it is almost nothing to be processed. That is why the emotion becomes negative
again. The only means to break off this process, is to switch to any other, ‘contrast’
object. Then a new cycle of activity begins.
There are many rather useful consequences of this model, which is universal and
possesses very broad circle of applications. Thus, in the history of science, well
known are ‘three phases of the attitudes’ to scientific innovations: firstly any new idea
is resisted by most scholars (it is named ‘mad’ or ‘absurd’), afterwards some of them
occur to be interested in this innovation (‘there is something valuable in it’ – and it is
approved), – but finally the innovation becomes trivial and dull (‘who doesn’t know
this?’). Similar transformations are inherent to the fate of the directions of art. As
well, recently this three-phase model permitted to deduce all the diversity of devices
of art which can be used – and are really used – by music, painting, architecture,
poetry, and prose (Golitsyn & Petrov, 1995, pp. 143-176). [These devices are
classified in dependence of the above phases of perception: each of them ‘dictates’
the means most suitable to minimize subject’s negative emotion (i.e., to shorten the
first phase of perception) and to maximize positive emotion (to prolong the second
phase). Among the devices deduced, one can find such as rhyme, meter, rhythm,
symmetry, contrast, nuance, golden section, vibrato, etc.]
In general, the processes of ‘self-organization’ which occur possible due to this
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specific indicator – emotion, stimulate the subject’s effective behavior, pushes him
not to spend time in vain. Due to this, the subject’s chances to survive increase.
Evidently, analogous indicators supporting effective functioning of the system,
should be useful for different kinds of systems, belonging to different levels. Thus,
appropriate indicators are really needed for social systems. In fact, how to clear up
whether in the given moment, this country is moving towards progressive goal – or
towards a decay? Very often, economic indicators are capable of generating deceptive
impressions which afterwards result in the system’s failure (sometimes catastrophic).
To avoid such situations, recently special ‘system of indicators of vertical growth’
was derived (see in detail: Petrov, 2014a). This system contains 22 indicators, each of
them relating to one of the above three fundamental tendencies (A, B, and C).
For instance, one of the indicators dealing with ‘resource tendency’ (C), concerns
such structural feature of the system, as the distribution of the resource among
its elements – in social systems it means the degree of social inequality. Here it
seems reasonable to connect this distribution – with the amount of the total resource
available. Appropriate model was derived in the framework of the systemicinformation approach (Golitsyn, 1997, pp. 99-102). The model proceeds from some
rather realistic presuppositions, the most substantial of which consists in that each
element of the system (e.g., each person or each family) is capable of consuming
certain resource in the range from zero to a certain upper limit responding to the total
resource El . Then the distribution of the system’s elements over the levels of the
resource consumption, responds to the entropy
H = 4 (E El – E2),
where E is the total resource of the system. This is nothing else than the “parabolic
dependence”. In accordance with this formula, the entropy equals zero when E =
0 and when E = El , i.e., both when minimal and maximal resource available. This
function possesses the only maximum, in the middle of the range – when E = El /
2. So optimal inequality in consumption (i.e., the most economic distribution of the
resource consumed by the system’s elements) should show the following evolution:
from zero (“equality in poverty”) – through maximal value (“inequality”) – and again
to zero (“equality in richness”). Such a regularity is well known in economics as
“Kuznets curve”, named after Nobel winner Simon Kuznets.
That is why considering the direction of the evolution of any country in each given
moment, it is necessary, first of all, to clear up which stage of the trajectory we are
dealing with? Then it becomes possible to compare the direction of real dynamics
observed – with “due” direction of changes (this direction responding to the situation
which is optimal for this evolutionary stage). In case of coinciding these two directions
– this fact can be interpreted as an argument in favor of progressive dynamics, i.e.,
elevation of the system (its vertical growth). Otherwise, we observe the features of
regressive evolution of the system at this moment. Nowadays all developed countries
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are in the ‘last stage’ of the evolution (going to the ‘equality in wealth’). Hence, each
of such countries should show growing homogeneity of income distribution – in case
of progressive evolution. On the contrary, if a certain country demonstrates quite
opposite tendency (i.e., growing social inequality), this fact should be an evidence
of regressive evolution. As for the degree of social inequality, there exist various
measures for this purpose, e.g., Gini coefficient.
Analogous indicators were derived proceeding from all three fundamental systemic
tendencies. Quite similar are the ways to judge about current direction of any system
(including those of art and culture). Such are ‘tactical’ informational means to control
the development of various contemporary systems.
5. Strategy: principal developmental variables
(Four examples for examining constructive possibilities to be searched for)
A visit to the sea off-season,
beside pecuniary gains,
contains another, further reason:
we, all at once, are free of chains
of the year’s prison.
The jailer leers
through rusty gates, and passes us.
Though Time may take no bribes, my dear,
Space can be rather covetous.
Joseph Brodsky (translated by Olga Kamensky)

Now the logic of our unfolding leads to deducing those parameters which would
participate in the long-range development of any system. To do this, it means simply
to continue the line of the ‘generalizations’ mentioned in our preceding construing.
In fact, our first example was presented just several paragraphs above – when we were
dealing with subject’s emotions – either positive or negative – arisen by perceiving
certain concrete objects (or phenomena). Meanwhile, if the subject meets ‘positively
colored’ objects regularly – during definite time interval – such ‘local regularity’
can be ‘generalized’, in the form of something like positive ‘coloring’ common for
the whole interval. Further, if such events embrace several fields of the subject’s
activity – e.g., those connected with subject’s health, social relations, and family
life, – it seems reasonable to introduce certain integral (‘generalized’) feeling of
‘well-being,’ or ‘happiness.’ Of course, quite symmetrical generalization can appear
in cases of perceiving ‘coinciding objects’ – possessing common negative coloring,
which occurs inherent to most fields of the subject’s activity. In this situation we may
tell that the subject feels him/herself ‘unhappy.’ Due to such ‘generalized feeling,’
the subject is ‘pushed’ (stimulated) to embrace, i.e., to aggregate many events in their
totality (nor separately) – in order to conclude about the entire his/her ‘life course’
(at least during the given temporal interval): whether he/she is approaching to his/her
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goal. Such ascending to higher level of mental activity, may serve useful indicator
for the subject’s life course.
[Recently measurements were realized which dealt with the ‘test on happiness’
(based on visual illusions – see Mazhul & Petrov, 2014; Petrov et al., 2015). These
measurements established tight correlation between the degree of the subject’s wellbeing – and his/her position in the fields of career, health, and family life, and even
the month of birth! So, ‘full harmony’ among various separate kinds of feelings does
really exist!]
The second example of generalization already having been involved in our construing,
is nothing else than hemisphericity. In Section 2 multi-level hierarchical structures
were described, which are the result of the phenomenon of reflexion. (In turn, this
phenomenon itself had been deduced as the result of the tendency of expansion.)
The construction of such multi-level hierarchical ‘tower,’ presupposes two classes
of procedures, their co-existence being necessary for any rather developed system
which deals with information processing (see, e.g., Maslov, 1983):
– procedures taking place within each given level; these consist in consequent
processing small portions of information, at any level – according to a certain fixed
paradigm (set of rules); due to these procedures, each level prepares the criteria for
its preceding, lower level – what kind of information is needed, in order to select
appropriate data to be received;
– transmission of large portions of information upwards, to the next, higher level,
with the change of the paradigm; the last one is determined by the criteria descended
from the higher level.
Joint functioning of processes belonging to these two classes, is similar to the work
of a certain institution (e.g., a ministry, or perhaps, a firm). When speaking of systems
involving human beings, these two classes are associated with left- and righthemispheric styles of thinking. Dominating left-hemisphericity is characterized by
rationality, strong role of logic and verbal activity, and so on, whereas typical features
of prevailing right-hemisphericity, are intuition, emotions, non-verbal activity, etc.
[Such ascribing seems to be more or less conditional, almost metaphorical – it deals
mostly nor with spatial localization of the two styles of thinking, – but with their
functional specialization.]
Out of several consequences of such co-existence, we should single out periodical
oscillations of prevailing style, with full duration of cycles about 48-50 years: 20-25
years of left-hemispheric dominance, followed by 20-25 years of prevailing righthemisphericity. [This duration of cycles is dictated by the need for certain common
style for the overwhelming majority of the members of the society, as well as by
average age of a man, when his baby appears, i.e., about 20-25 years – see Petrov,
2008a.] Such periodical oscillations were really observed in many investigations. Fig.
9 shows such behavior of two branches of cultural life – fragments of evolutionary
curves for:
– socio-political ‘climate’ of Russia (upper curve);
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– style of Russian architecture (lower curve).
When building both evolutionary dependences, primary data – based on calibrated
experts’ scores – were used, being obtained by Sergey Maslov (1983). In both cases
the ‘index of asymmetry’ presented, was calculated by aggregating scores over
several parameters – features inherent to each branch, for each given moment of its
evolution. Thus, in case of the socio-political ‘climate,’ Maslov took into account
such parameters as character of foreign policy, degree of authoritarian (or democratic)
prevalence in domestic political life, rate of growth of the number of students, and so
forth. As for the architectural style, such specific parameters were aggregated as the
strictness of the forms of buildings, their pronounced constructive character, and so
on. [Each parameter was used in the form of a ‘binary opposition’ (see also above),
one pole of it designating inclination to left-hemispheric style, another pole – to righthemispheric prevalence.] At Fig. 9 used are traditional designations: the ‘index of
asymmetry’ can change in the range from –1 (strong right-hemispheric dominance)
to +1 (absolute left-hemisphericity).

Fig. 9 – Fragments of the evolution of the socio-political ‘climate’ of Russia (upper
curve) and the style of Russian architecture (lower curve)
Both evolutionary curves reveal periodical ‘switches’ between dominating left and
right hemisphericity, with the full duration of cycles close to the predicted value (i.e.,
about 50 years). Besides, the changes inherent to both curves, occur to be synchronous.
As well, most other evolutionary curves for different cultural branches (e.g., music
and painting – see Petrov, 2008a) also showed periodical waves, synchronous with
each other. This fact supports the idea of the ‘generalized’ oscillating mental medium
which penetrates the whole socio-psychological sphere. So, real existence of this
‘latent variable’ seems to be evident.
Our third example is of much more universal character – though it reveals itself
mainly in a rather specific, delicate (‘refined’) field: the typology of subject’s neural
activity. The heart of the matter is the ‘resource aspect’ of the contact between the
system and its environment.
The zest of the new typology of human behavior, is rooted in the value of the subject’s
maximal magnitude of the resource mobilization, meaning both the force of nervous
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processes and usual physical force. As a result, because of different resource abilities,
the change of environmental conditions may cause quite different reactions. For
‘strong’ subjects, the increasing of the environmental entropy – results in the growth
of activity and its effectiveness, whereas ‘weak’ subjects show decreasing diversity of
activity and its diminishing effectiveness. Such a typology known from the Ancient
times, now experiences the ‘second breathing’ – due to achievements of the systemicinformational approach. Every person can be ascribed to one of these two poles – or
to a certain intermediate degree between them, with various psychological and social
consequences.
“In artistic creativity, the difference between ‘weak’ type and ‘strong’ one is nothing
else than the distinction between artistic temperaments. Weak type is characterized
by low diversity of reactions: laconic, restrained features, stingy expressive means,
inclination to small forms, attention to details, preference for nuances, ‘transparence’
of art language, and so forth. On the contrary, strong type is marked with violent colors,
wealth of expressive means, preference for contrasts, ‘dense ecriture,’ inclination to
large forms. <…> Of course, this difference in temperaments is inherent also to
recipients, and it determines their reactions to works of art. Thus, for a recipient of a
‘strong’ type, creativity of an artist belonging to ‘weak’ type, may cause the state of
monotony, i.e., it seems to be too curt, dull, and languor. On the contrary, a recipient
of ‘weak’ type reacts on works of a ‘strong’ artist by the state of the strain, irritation,
impression of being too sham, rough, devoid of taste” (Golitsyn, 2013, p. 49).
These conclusions of the theoretical analysis were proved by several empirical
investigations devoted to the measurements of creative parameters of great composers
and great painters (see, e.g., Mazhul et al., 2016). The measurements confirmed this
typology and opened perspectives of further investigations. Meanwhile, the typology
discussed seems to be very important also for the entire social sphere, being possibly
connected with aggressiveness, terrorism, and related phenomena. That is why
such measurements are of prime importance: they should embrace broad circles of
subjects, belonging to different social positions, religions, and countries.
Finally, the fourth of our examples deals with such latent variables which seem to
be not at all ‘latent’ – for most of us, but quite evident! These ‘generalization-based’
parameters are Perceptual Everyday Space and Perceptual Everyday Time. We mean
neither physical concepts of Space and Time, nor biological ones. Mainly everyday
mental life is meant, either of a person or the society to which the person belongs, or
both together. For instance, as we know, our perception is organized in such a manner
that the environment seems to be three-dimensional. But why? This question was
torturous for many thinkers, poets, etc. Thus, great Russian poet Valery Bryussov
wrote:
Height, width, depth – by three co-ordinates
Are imprisoned we, devoid of will.
Pythagoras’ chords as sphere’s gates,
Demokritos atoms – schoolboys’ skill?
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The main reality on which our everyday perception is based, is a certain flux of
signals (impulses) reaching a recipient. Perhaps, namely in the processing such
information, hidden are the roots of the above three-dimensional concept of Space?
As well, maybe quite analogous riddle concerns our perceptual concept of Time?
Let’s consider a flux of impulses which are treated by a subject (recipient) as signals
associated with his/her ‘environmental reality.’ This flow resembles drops of a rain
falling upon the subject’s face, but he/she interprets the impulses as ‘signals about
something outside’ – perhaps, some objects or events. What are the best ways to
interpret this flow, i.e., to build of signals – a model which would be economic in
mental resource expense?
It seems rather probable that sooner or later, the subject becomes capable of realizing
his/her ‘interpretative ability’ permitting to identify some properties of impulses.
[For instance, he/she can distinguish between small drops of rain and large ones.]
This ability will be used in our ‘construing’ – proceeding from our two fundamental
systemic tendencies (A, B) – the perceptual world of the subject. As it was shown,
here the ‘separation of labor’ should take place: the first tendency (A) occurs to be
connected with the concept of Space, whereas the second tendency (B) deals with the
concept of Time.
What can be the core of a subject’s mental activity relating to the tendency of
expansion? As soon as we deal with the expanding range of mental states, the most
important inclination is to provide the integrity of this set! Really, it is not enough to
obtain a broad range of states which would embrace the Universe, – the subject needs
also means to keep this set of states as a certain entity.
The environment where the subject is functioning, consists of discrete objects and/or
events (e.g., a table, house, thunder, girl), all of them being subdued to ‘embracing’
in the mentality (evidently, resorting to the help of a certain ‘perceptual concept,’ or
‘latent variable’). This ‘discrete world’ – how can it be kept on the basis of the flux
of impulses?
In general, there may exist two ways of distinguishing between objects (or events):
– basing on the objects themselves, as if each of them were a kind of an image,
e.g., a wolf, a dog, pig, tree, girl, and so on; here we can deal with objects’ images
(gestalts);
– basing on some features of objects, each object being a combination of certain
features (parameters), e.g., size, loudness, flatness, brightness, and so forth.
As it was shown (see, e.g., Golitsyn & Petrov, 2005a), the second way is preferable,
because of its more advanced informational abilities. For instance, considering
human operative memory (though we are going ahead of the logic of our narration),
and taking into account rather limited capacity of this memory which consists of 8
cells, we have the potentiality to keep information about 8 objects by using their
images (gestalts) – versus keeping 28 = 256 combinations when using two-gradation
features. Hence, in the last variant the number of objects becomes 32 times more!
So, exactly this ‘progressive’ way to identify objects will be involved in our further
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construing the subject’s mental world.
The subject deals with certain ‘interpretation’ of the flux of impulses, or signals,
each of them possessing definite gradations. In principle, the number of the
signal’s gradations depends on concrete situation in which the signal considered is
functioning. For instance, the signal relates to the taste of apples: they can be sweet,
or not, or intermediate; as well, there might be more gradations. When considering
professions of a person, there exist several hundreds of gradations: peasant, engineer,
miller, killer, and so on.
The optimization of the classifications became the object of several investigations.
The most fundamental analysis was realized by Sukhotin (1983). He divided all
classifications into two types. Motivated classifications deal with those features
which are of immediate practical importance for the subject (e.g., an apple can be
either eatable or not), and they are not subdued to our optimization. On the contrary,
non-motivated classifications are free of practical limitations: the destination of
such classifications is simply to keep information about objects, irrespective of their
importance. Exactly non-motivated classifications can be subdued to our optimization.
These classifications should:
– embrace a set of objects, each object being characterized by combination of different
gradations of various parameters; let the total number of such ‘classes’ be y;
– spend minimal resource for keeping this classification in the system’s memory; let
this resource be the total number W of the gradations of all the parameters involved.
Several researchers built models for such tasks, and first of all Sukhotin (1983) who
proceeded exactly from the above requirements and came to the conclusion that
only those classifications are optimal, which contain parameters with x = 2 or x =
3 gradations, i.e., either two-gradation parameters or three-gradation ones. As well,
Fomin (1964) derived a model of a certain ‘memory system,’ possessing W symbols
and keeping information about objects, using combinations of their parameters, each
containing x gradations. Hence, the number of the parameters should be W/x, and the
capacity of this memory is
y = xW/x.
This function possesses the only maximum – when x = e = 2.718… However,
the number of gradations should be whole, so the most advantageous are those
classifications which contain either x = 2 or x = 3 gradations. This conclusion is
illustrated with Fig. 10a.
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Fig. 10 – Results of calculations for two models:
a) Fomin’s model – the number of classes y as a function of the number x of gradations
of each parameter, for fixed total amount of gradations (W = 24);
b) informational model (Golitsyn) – the amount of information I carried by a system
which consists of parameters each containing x gradations.
The above conclusions are supported by other models based on different initial
assumptions. Thus, Golitsyn considered the reaction of a system to outer stimuli
(Golitsyn & Petrov, 1995, pp. 19-20). This reaction is supposed to consist of N
independent components – ‘degrees of freedom,’ each component possessing x
gradations, with equal probabilities to be met. In the process of functioning, the
system spends certain resource, the role of which can be played, in particular, by
the efforts needed to keep information about all the gradations. If the total resource
expense R is proportional to the total number of gradations (R = a x N, where a
is a constant) – what can be the number of gradations, which provides maximal
effectiveness of the system’s reactions, i.e., maximal information I, under restricted
total resource expense R? As it was shown, the information
I = R ln x / ax.
Being considered as a function of variable x, this function (Fig. 10b) possesses the
only maximum – when x = e = 2.718…, i.e., about above mentioned three gradations.
Among empirical evidences (though again we are going slightly ahead of the logical
line of our deductive unfolding) in favor of ternary systems, we find:
- three-detector mechanism of color vision inherent to human beings (see below);
- the volume of human operative memory (as the sequence of three-channel transmittal
of binary information – 23 = 8, see also below);
- three semantic mechanisms of language (Golitsyn & Petrov, 1995, pp. 79-108);
- three dimensions inherent to human semantic space (appropriate data being fixed as
‘principal components’ in experiments based on ‘semantic differential techniques’);
- national schools of painting, based on three main colors (studies by V.Gribkov);
- three main personages in many prosaic works, etc., –
as well as numerous empirical data concerning other fields – see, e.g., Petrov,
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2008; Stepanov, 2004. So, mostly ternary classifications occur to be optimal for
‘economical embracing’ the Universe of the subject’s perceptual life. That is why all
our perception is organized in such a manner as if the world were three-dimensional.
So, we came to the concept of Perceptual Space as a certain ‘substrate’ (latent variable)
capable of serving a ground to integrate subject’s mental world. The consequences of
this three-dimensionality penetrate not only our everyday life, but the entire culture.
Beside the above examples, we should mention the whole kind of art which supports
our feeling of three-dimensionality: painting. Really, the works of figurative painting
help a recipient to feel the space though of plane representation of the objects (and/
or events) depicted. So, appropriate ‘training’ of the recipient is realized by emotions
accompanying perception of pictures. Hence, the recipient’s mental life becomes
more perfect. In addition, another ‘anthropological’ foundation is also inherent to
painting – in the form of gravitation which provides the vertical axis participating in
the plane of the picture. So, painting becomes the ‘tuning fork’ for all visual life of the
system of culture, a ‘special tool’ for the purposes of mental integration!
This conclusion is supported by the role of painting in the ‘color life’ of each national
culture (discoveries made by Vitaly Gribkov): exactly painting establishes colorand-light standards, national color triads, etc. And it is not important that in some
cultures, painting is not widespread: the ‘paradigmatic role’ can be played even by
a ‘non-mighty’ phenomenon – through inter-personal contacts realizing ‘indirect
consumption’ of art.
Mais revenons a nos moutons, i.e. latent variables. We promised to deduce the concept
of Perceptive Everyday Time – proceeding from the second fundamental tendency
(B – idealization). And such deducing was really fulfilled (see Petrov, 2008). This
concept was obtained – as a tool assisting to establish due ordering in our mental
world, and first of all – in causal relations between various objects (or events). As
well, deduced was the need for appropriate objects (assisting this phenomenon to be
confirmed): music, ornament, and poetry. So, this latent variable is also accompanied
with its ‘own’ cultural phenomena.
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6. Hodge-podge: relations between different branches of mental activity and
their ‘internal matters’
The world was broken.
Its pieces
are moving in chaotic manner.
But as ever
each passer-by is hastening
to his office…
Yury Freudin (March 1963)

Latent variables considered in the previous sections, would be ‘materialized’ in
some branches of informational activity, as well as some phenomena of mental (or
cultural) life. In any case, definite relations between branches (or spheres in which
these variables are materialized) would be established. What are such inter-branch
relations? – The situation occurs to be contradictory, especially for cultural activity
at its ‘mature’ stage.
On the one hand, there should exist rather influential ‘need for integrating’ (one of its
aspects having been considered earlier). It pushes different branches to be coordinated
with each other. It is especially valid for cultural evolution – see, e.g., synchronous
waves of left- and right-hemisphericity in Russian architecture and socio-political life
(Fig. 9). Analogous synchronicity is inherent to many other evolutionary phenomena.
But on the other hand, the tendency of expansion does not allow the impacts of any
variable – into the entire diversity (entropy) – to result in identity in many spheres,
– because such ‘total identity’ would mean the decrease of resulting diversity.
Limitations of this kind (meaning: very strong correlations are forbidden!) are
especially important when construing ’inter-variable’ relations, i.e., those which deal
with different features. [Otherwise, the distinction between tightly correlated features
would disappear. For instance, there exists definite link between the season of the
subject’s birth – and the value of his/her ‘index of well-being’ (see Petrov et al.,
2015), – but this link is not too strong.]
As for general relations between different branches of cultural life, they should be
subdued to the ‘principle of mutual repulsion’: just after entering the stage of definite
‘maturity,’ any system starts ‘branching’ (splitting), i.e., it is divided into various
ways of further development (see in detail: Petrov, 2007a). In most cases, the system
occurs divided into two branches (the well known phenomenon of ‘bifurcation’),
one of which is associated with the first fundamental tendency (A), another with
the second tendency (B), or with almost analogous opposition of left- and righthemispheric orientation.
[Such splitting was really observed in the evolution of Russian prose after 1830’s:
two branches did appear, ‘repulsing’ each other – the so-called Pushkin’s direction
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and Gogol’s one, being characterized by ‘transparent’ and ‘non-transparent’ style, or
left- and right-hemispheric inclination (Petrov, 1994). In the process of the evolution,
each branch of prose was increasing its peculiarities, as if it ‘wished’ to distinct from
another branch.]
Meanwhile, within each branch of mental activity, the processes should evidently
take place (and did really take place), being directed towards perfecting their
functioning. Let’s look at several appropriate devices, which seem to be the most
universal, going throughout different spheres of informational activity and stages of
their development. [Besides, we will stress their ‘interwoven’ influences upon each
other.]
a) Development of the system of color vision, which demonstrated the evolution
from the only type of spectral detectors – to three types (possessing bell-like spectral
characteristics, with maximums in green, yellow, and red colors – see Golitsyn &
Petrov, 2005a). Exactly three types were really deduced – in order to identify the main
wavelength of the object’s surface in usual conditions, i.e., when the illumination of
the object is changing. [The evolution tried to use four types of spectral detectors
(some of such birds were found in South America), but failed: namely three types are
really enough!]
Apropos, because of the above mentioned bell-like spectral characteristics, rather
harmonious ‘circular perceptual system’ of colors should be formed (and was really
discovered by Chevreul), where red color (λ = .75 micron) coincides with violet
color (λ = .40 micron). This ‘circular system’ brings order in the perceptual life,
e.g., containing both ‘contrastive’ combinations of colors and ‘complementary’ ones.
Moreover, as far as such system is based mainly on rather universal principle of
the information processing, similar ‘circular structures’ can be used (and were really
used) for ‘bringing ordering’ into other sets of signals, e.g., relating to taste (where
bitter occurs to be the neighbor of salty). This ordering may become the basis when
future construing the ‘system of cooking’.
b) The phenomenon of ‘threshold (i.e., quite pronounced discreteness) – needed for
singling out useful signal, against the background of numerous useless background
signals. This phenomenon is also known under the name ‘principle of all or nothing’:
‘unnecessary’ signals are omitted, and only useful ones occur fixed; it was deduced
in the framework of the systemic-informational approach (Golitsyn & Petrov, 1995,
pp. 46-51).
c) Optimal structure of the system of human memory, adapted to the above multilevel hierarchical ‘tower’ of the information processing. Three types of memory (i.e.,
three steps) are needed, each connected with one of three types of informational
processes which took place within the ‘tower’ (see Golitsyn & Petrov, 2005a):
* The first step of memory is responsible simply for fixing the signals arrived. For
this purpose, the main requirement is high speed of functioning – though of possible
small amount of the information kept. Nevertheless, for its keeping, a certain ‘store’
is needed. Its capacity can be calculated if to suppose three (the number preferred –
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see above) channels, each transmitting binary signals (i.e., signals possessing two
gradations – minimal possible number). So, the capacity of this step V = 23 = 8 cells.
The temporal range of this step’s functioning was found in empirical studies – less
than.5 sec.
** The second step deals with information transmittal – upwards, to the next level.
Here a ‘compromise’ should take place – between the desirable high speed and also
desirable large capacity. Empirical studies showed that the temporal range of this
step is not more than several seconds (apropos, it is a basis for perception of rhythm
in poetry).
*** The third step is engaged in producing criteria for the informational choice,
which are descended from the given level – downstairs, to the preceding level of the
tower. Evidently, the temporal range of this step is not limited, the capacity also.
All three types deduced, were really observed in empirical investigations. Besides,
the capacity of the first step – permits to calculate the above mentioned ‘threshold of
perception’: it would be about 12 – 15%. [The lower border of this range responds
to the situation when all 8 cells of the ‘store’ are occupied by the signal received, –
but suddenly one cell occurs empty (because of the signal decreasing); hence, the
threshold of perception TP equals 1 / 8 = .125. As for the lower border of the range,
we can consider the situation when only 7 cells of the memory are occupied, – and
suddenly one cell occurs added due to the signal; so, the threshold of perception
TP equals 1 / 7 = .144.] Namely such values of the threshold of perception were
observed, irrespective of the signals’ material ‘substrate,’ be it a sound, or light, or
electric current, and so on. It is not surprising: the procedures of the information
processing are universal!
Additional notice: the very capacity of the first step of memory (8 cells) is close to
famous ‘magic number seven, plus or minus two,’ which is connected with numerous
phenomena belonging to psychology, linguistics, cultural studies, etc.
d) Reaction of the system (e.g., a human being) to the intensity of the signal
received. Here two ‘polar situations’ seem to be important for our construing: one
relating to very weak signal and another to strong signals. [Both situations require
unification, they arise because of the possibility of great wing of the intensities of
signals, sometimes up to several millions times. E.g., maximal intensity of sunlight
exceeds the candle’s light about 105 times.] So, the first situation responds to more
or less equal probabilities of fixation weak change of the signal (Δ) – in any range of
rather broad diapason of the signals’ intensities (F). The solution of this task is very
easy: the threshold of perception Δ should follow logarithmic law, because the above
condition Δ/F=const., – results in the regularity
Δ = a log F
(where a is a certain constant), i.e., the so-called Weber-Fechner Law, well known in
psychophysics, being proved on various ‘substrates’ (light, sound, electric current, etc.).
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The second polar situation deals with the necessity to embrace rather broad
diapason of possible intensities of signals. To do this, the reaction (R) should follow
the regularity:
R = b Fβ ,
where b is a constant, coefficient β reflecting the steepness of the dependence, i.e., the
importance (for the system) of the signals of this given kind. This regularity is also
well known in psychophysics – as ‘Stevens’ Law,’ being valid for various ‘substrates
(see Zabrodin & Lebedev, 1977). Moreover, it occurred valid even for such specific
substrate as ‘information carried by forms of objects’ (this fact is especially significant
for design).
[Besides, in the sphere of painting, the above mentioned giant wing of possible
diapason of the sunlight intensities, should find appropriate means for its expression.
Thus, in case of landscapes, principally absent is the possibility to present colossal
contrasts in local intensities of sunlight. In fact, the coefficient of reflection of
separate fragments of the picture’s surface, can change from .08 to .96 (for black
and white color, respectively), i.e., its wing equals only .96 / .08 = 12 times. In order
to overcome the lack of due wing in painting, it is necessary to resort to the help of
‘color language,’ which was really invented by European painters several centuries
ago.]
e) Regularities concerning the distribution of some devices of art. (within the given
work of art, as well as within the massif of works). Here two versions are possible:
– when the given device is ‘obligatory,’ e.g., rhymes in some cultural situations
(meaning definite national poetical systems and epochs of their development); here
various ‘subversions’ exist, including even the absence (but very seldom) of this
device;
– when the usage of this device is not obligatory; here also different potential
‘subversions’ coexist, including the estimation of this given device as ‘valuable’ – or,
on the contrary, ‘indifferent’ (appropriate informational model was derived – and
proved empirically – for ‘compositional symmetry’ in Japanese woodcuts – Koptsik
et. al., 2004).
Out of the set of non-obligatory devices, those ones would be of special interest for
our construing, which relate to stochastic dislocation, destined to be perceived as if
they appeared unintentionally (i.e., without any ‘artificial control’). Such situations
are typical for propaganda, advertising, design, some kinds of art, and so on. The task
concerns the value of optimal share of such devices – in the massif of ‘vacant places’
for them. E.g., a novel (in verse) “Eugeny Oneguin” by great Russian poet Alexander
Pushkin, contains such a device as ‘associative gluing’ of neighboring (adjacent)
stanzas. What would be the optimal concentration of such inter-stanza borders, filled
by this kind of ‘gluing’? The solution is rather easy:
– in order to be ‘influential,’ the device should possess the frequency of occurrence
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exceeding the threshold of perception TP , i.e., it would be met in more than 15% of
cases;
– in order to be perceived as non-intentional, the device should be less frequent than
it is permitted by its ‘threshold of reflexion’ TR , which equals √TP , i.e. about 39%
of cases.
Exactly in this range (from 15% of cases to 39%) were found the frequencies of such
stochastic phenomena (e.g., 31% for inter-border gluing in “Eugeny Oneguin”, close
values for analogous ‘stochastic devices’ in prose by Pushkin and Lermontov).
f) The phenomenon of genius and talented creative persons. This problem relates to
the most preferred topics of traditional humanitarian studies, their various directions.
Nevertheless, almost no progress is felt within this traditional field, in particular
concerning the distinction between the above two creative categories. Meanwhile, the
systemic-informational approach permitted to shed new light both at the entire topic
and its partial problem mentioned. Fruitful occurred the ascending to the higher level
of analysis, i.e. to proceed nor from concrete features of some geniuses or talents,
– but from the needs of the cultural system. Here two aspects seem to be important.
Firstly, any rather developed system possesses the above mentioned (see Section 2)
hierarchical structure, the evolution of which should show increasing role of higher
levels of the ‘tower’: the higher the level, the less the number of objects which are
‘living’ there. In general, the distribution of the system’s objects over the levels of
the ‘tower’ is described by famous Zipf’s law (which was also theoretically deduced
in the framework of the systemic-informational approach). It belongs to the class
of ‘stable non-Gaussian distributions’ (or ‘hyperbolic’ ones) and has several ‘faces’
(Petrov & Yablonsky, 2013). One of them connects the number of objects Pr ascribed
to the r-th rank, with this rank:
Pr = C r– α,
C and α being constants, the last coefficient characterizing the ‘steepness’ of the
hierarchy (i.e., the decrease of the number of objects when ascending the ladder of
the tower’s levels). In empirical reality of various fields, such distributions occur
to be very steep, being formed while the system’s evolution. In other words, at the
highest levels of each hierarchy, their ‘population’ becomes less and less numerous
– but more and more ‘mighty,’ meaning their influence upon the behavior of the
system as a whole. [Apropos, the growth of the ‘inequality of levels’ – in the course
of the evolution – is in agreement with the consequences of famous Bradford’s law of
concentration (in scientometrics), dealing with the distribution of the authors – over
the number of their publications: empirical reality of many fields showed growing
share of publications belonging to the ‘elite’ – when growing the number of authors;
so, the ‘degree of elitism’ should increase while such system’s development.] In
any case, as a rule, mainly the ‘top of the creative hierarchy’ (being estimated in
accordance with a certain ‘Hamburg Score’) determines the long-range evolution of
the entire system. Hence, namely ‘top creative persons’ are the most important for the
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system, and both geniuses and talents belong to this ‘top.’
Secondly, within this ‘top,’ we should first of all to clear up the possibility of orientation
of the phenomena studied (i.e., their inclination, more or less tight connection) – onto
our two fundamental tendencies (A or B). As it was deduced theoretically, the system
of creativity needs both categories of ‘top creators’:
* geniuses are needed in order to realize the tendency of expansion (A) – to find new
ways for the system’s development – creating new stylistic paradigms for various
fields: astronomy, physics, politics, music, painting, poetry, and so forth; hence, each
of them should sharply differ from his contemporaries and can be named the ‘Sun of
the epoch’;
** talents are required to realize the tendency of idealization (B) – to ‘polish’ new
paradigms within each creative field, this kind of activity being characterized by
Colin Martindale (1990) as ‘elaboration’; each of them can be called the ‘Son of the
epoch.’
Stylistic parameters of the creativity of each representative of the first category
(genius) can be compared with creative parameters of his contemporaries belonging
to the second category (talents). Here are examples of genius composers (singled out
on the basis of expert estimations):
– Brahms, I.S.Bach, Handel, Debussy, Glinka;
as well as examples of talented composers (contemporaries of Brahms):
– Bizet, Bruckner, Dvořak, Grieg, Massenet, Saent-Saens, Smetana. Wieniawsky.
Results of comparisons (see Petrov & Locher, 2011) showed difference between
5 genius composers and their talented contemporaries (over a set of 7 stylistic
parameters), as well as between 10 genius painters and their talented contemporaries
(over 10 parameters), with statistical significance better than 5% and
.5%,
respectively. So, the model was proved empirically; at the same time, many other
constructive results were obtained.
In general, the socio-cultural role of geniuses is to provide due diversity for the
entire cultural system (that is why they are so original, sharply differing from their
contemporaries – desirably over several creative parameters). Here we see a ‘cultural
analogy with famous Pauli principle in quantum mechanics (‘originality’ of each
member in the ensemble), which in turn, realizes our fundamental tendency of
expansion.
[Apropos, completing the topic of outstanding creative persons, it seems reasonable
to consider less ‘global’ problem (but very important for practice), connected with
concrete circumstances of formation of such persons: the influence of the month of
birth of the genius – upon the character of his creativity. Hans Eysenck (1995, p. 145)
wrote about this phenomenon: “A curious and at present inexplicable condition of
eminence appears to be the season of birth.” This effect is rooted in the peculiarities
of the pre-natal stage of the subject’s development – the so-called ‘gastrulation’:
during two weeks just after conception, hemispheric lateralization of the embryo is
forming, afterwards resulting in the character of the person’s informational activity.
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Meanwhile, the stage of gastrulation is strongly influenced by the intensity of the
sunlight, which in turn, depends on the season of the year, being maximal (in the
Northern Hemisphere) in June and minimal in December. (Once upon a time such
‘seasonal’ effects were ascribed to competence of astrology.) About various cultural,
social, political, and other consequences of this phenomenon see, e.g.: Marzullo,
1996; Mazhul & Petrov, 2015.]
g) At last, of course, there should exist the whole Pleiad of ‘integrative phenomena’
destined for uniting ‘polar’ (‘contrastive’) branches or aspects of mentality, to
reconcile various contradictions, and so on. These functions can be realized either
by some ‘usual’ objects (possessing another destination, but also capable of carrying
some ‘by-product loads’ – such kinds of objects include, e.g., woman’s beauty, poetry,
etc.) – or objects of special integrative destination, and first of all, those relating to
the phenomenon of humor. They unite the processes of left- and right-hemispheric
thinking by means of laughter (see in detail: Petrov, 2015).
The above ‘bright seven’ types of situations do not exhaust all the diversity of concrete
results of construing our Mental Universe.
The letter was concluded by traditional phrase: ”Best wishes, and excuse me for my
illegible handwriting.” However, the letter was typewritten.
From ‘Experimental prose of 1960’s’
So, the program which was once upon a time proposed by Leonhard Euler, now
seems to be realized – at least in application to the entire mental world, including
its roots, evolution, and contemporary stage of social and cultural development. Of
course, this fact presupposes further studies aimed at numerous partial ‘faces’ of
the systemic-informational approach and broadening the circle of the phenomena
involved. As well, other adjacent investigations would occur useful.
However, it is time to change the tonality of our narration, turning to the motivation
of investigations themselves. [Such ‘reflexive turn’ reminds of analogous passage
realized by Colin Martindale (1990): he disarmed his potential opponents – by
analyzing the evolutionary tendencies inherent to psychology, literary studies, and
related fields of investigations.] The zest of our consideration would be the very
nature of future humanitarian studies – in the light of the results which have been
obtained due to our deductive construing mental reality.
Perspectives of future humanitarian investigations can be divided into three (of
course!) branches.
The first branch should be the ‘feeding core’ of future studies; it consists in focusing
on current social reality: the main ‘brake’ for the movement towards progressive
development (both social and scientific) is caused by distortions in mentality (some
of them being induced intentionally). To remove such ‘aberrations’ – is the ‘task
number one’ for all contemporary knowledge (see also Petrov, 2014). Moreover, this
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task is urgent – because the very possibility of scientific investigations – depends of
our efforts in this direction: in case of the global war (which can be caused mainly by
informational reasons) no studies will take place! To escape such gloomy perspective,
it is necessary to fulfill appropriate activity in all socio-informational fields, including
science and art. But the main task here is to build scientific (i.e., informational) system
of ethics, naturally, including the professional ethics of researchers (both in science
and the humanities).
The second branch consists in further deepening of the systemic-informational
approach, meaning its foundations, possessing such ‘remote final goal’ as famous
‘anthropic principle.’ Now this search obtained a new basis – those bricks which
were described in the given text. [It would be a ‘reverse motion’ to the fundamentals
of the approach.]
At last, the third branch should provide more or less broad audience of the
systemic-informational approach. Such a task seems to be almost unreal – because
the paradigm of this approach is rather ‘elitist.’ Nevertheless, quite recently new
possibilities appeared which are associated with such ‘reflexive genre’ (intermediate
between ‘scientific humanities’ and prose, – as ‘new essays.’ It is a specific kind of the
above mentioned ‘Constructive Conceptualism’ – but focused on the circumstances
of compiling the text of each given essay. [It is something like a classical symbol of
a ‘serpent which curses its own tail.’] The flourishing of this direction would mean a
new step of integrative achievements of culture, its new impact into the enhancement
of our mental life.
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The concept of ‘neural force’ revisited:
Measurement of creativity of eminent painters
Abstract. In the framework of the systemic-informational approach, a typology of human
behavior was derived, one of its bases being “neural force.” Every person can be ascribed
either to ‘weak’ or ‘strong’ type (or certain intermediate degree). To measure this feature
in application to artistic creativity, two sources of empirical data were used, first dealing
with 22-parametric description of 40 outstanding painters (of the 15th – 20th centuries), the
second with 10 most important parameters of 200 ones. Both sets of primary data were based
on calibrated expert estimations (up to 18 art historians). Several methods of information
processing resulted in the ‘index of neural force’ of each painter, this index being capable
of practical application in cultural studies, as well as in psychological and sociological
investigations.
Keywords: psychology, systemic-information approach, neural typology, painting,
creativity, expert estimations, principal component analysis, indices.

1. The concept of ‘neural force’
Recently a new standpoint appeared concerning the information processing realized
by human beings, in particular when creative activity and perceptual one (see, e.g.,
Golitsyn, 1997, 2013). The zest of the new typology of human behavior, is rooted in
the object’s maximal value of the resource mobilization, meaning both the force of
nervous processes and usual physical force. As a result, the change of environmental
conditions may cause quite different reactions: for ‘strong’ subjects the increasing of
the environmental entropy causes the growth of activity and its effectiveness, whereas
‘weak’ subjects show decreasing diversity of activity and its diminishing effectiveness.
Such a typology known from the Ancient times, now experiences the ‘second
breathing’ due to achievements of the systemic-informational approach (Golitsyn
& Petrov, 1995). Every person can be ascribed to one of these two poles – or to a
certain intermediate degree between them – with various behavioral consequences,
both psychological and social.
Thus, “in artistic creativity, the difference between ‘weak’ type and ‘strong’ one
is nothing else than the distinction between artistic temperaments. Weak type is

characterized by low diversity of reactions: laconic, restrained features, stingy
expressive means, inclination to small forms, attention to details, preference for
nuances, ‘transparence’ of art language, and so forth. On the contrary, strong type
is marked with violent colors, wealth of expressive means, preference for contrasts,
‘dense ecriture,’ inclination to large forms. <…> Of course, this difference in
temperaments is inherent also to recipients, and it determines their reactions to works
of art. Thus, for a recipient of a ‘strong’ type, creativity of an artist of ‘weak’ type,
may cause the state of monotony, i.e., it seems to be too curt, dull, and languor. On the
contrary, a recipient of ‘weak’ type reacts on works of a ‘strong’ artist by the state of
the strain, irritation, impression of being too sham, rough, devoid of taste” (Golitsyn,
2013, p. 49).
Such are conclusions of a theoretical analysis which deduces these regularities
proceeding from the ‘principle of the information maximum.’ So, hopefully it is
possible to identify and to measure some features of both contrastive types in works
of art? Let’s demonstrate this possibility on an example of creativity of outstanding
painters. (Previously we made analogous investigation on an example of outstanding
composers – see Mazhul, Petrov, & Mazhul, 2016).
2. Features of creativity and their principal component analysis
At our disposal there were two sets of empirical data, both being ‘by-products’ of a
large-scale investigation focused on hemispheric aspect of artistic creativity (Petrov
& Boyadzhiyeva, 1996). Both sources proceeded from calibrated expert estimations
(from 8 to 18 experts for each painter), aimed at measuring the degree of left- or righthemispheric prevalence inherent in the creativity of painters, both West-European
and Russian.
The first source dealt with 22 parameters, proposed by a group of experts (both
psychologists and art historians). Each parameter had a form of a binary opposition
(see Table 1), between two poles of which there were 6 gradations. After compiling
this list of parameters, a list of hypothetical ‘contrastive’ eminent painters was also
compiled. [This set contained names of 40 suggested ‘contrastive painters’: 20
belonging to left-hemispheric dominance and 20 to right-hemispheric one.] Then
another group of experts (art historians) was involved, each of them being asked
to put his/her estimate to the creativity of each painter. Then all the estimations
obtained were processed by the procedure of principal component analysis (Petrov
& Boyadzhiyeva, 1996). Some of its results are presented in Table 1: loads of each
parameter onto the first four factors. [Loads possessing high values, are italicized:
those which are more than 0.8 for first two factors, those exceeding 0.6 for the third
factor, and exceeding 0.5 for the fourth factor.]

Table 1
List of 22 parameters of painting and main results of principal component analysis –
parameters’ loads onto four principal factors
NN

Parameter

Factor 1

Factor 2

Factor 3

Factor 4

1

Inclination to normative work –
Tendency towards originality

0.685

– 0.620

0.245

0.059

2

Optimism, cheerfulness –
Tragic worldview

0.127

0.179

0.541

0.618

3

Rationality – Intuitiveness

0.801

– 0.292

0.300

0.256

4

Strict form – Free form

0.733

– 0.548

0.244

0.184

5

Laconic expressive means –
Diversity, variety of expressive
means

0.843

0.104

0.266

0.162

6

‘Construed’ works of art – Depicting
‘natural’ objects

0.500

0.546

– 0.455

0.012

7

Conditional character of the picture –
Realism, imitation
of life

0.094

0.927

– 0.225

– 0.046

8

Easel painting – Decorative painting

0.390

– 0.731

0.086

– 0.222

9

Graphic character of painting –
Strong role of color

0.926

0.185

- 0.130

0.026

10

Static features – Dynamic, expressive
features

0.690

– 0.359

0.424

– 0.157

11

Literature-based content – Absence
of plot

0.238

– .852

– 0.329

– 0.042

12

Small scale of plot – Global,
monumental scale

– 0.223

0.102

0.711

– 0.357

13

Small number of objects depicted –
Many objects

0.043

0.451

0.591

– 0.308

14

Preference for small sizes of
paintings – Inclination to large sizes

– 0.132

0.307

0.626

– 0.463
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15

Plane character of the picture –
Volume character

0.169

0.946

0.096

– 0.038

16

Discrete depiction – Inter-element
transitions

0.753

0.450

– 0.202

0.026

17

Geometric forms – Plastic forms

0.551

0.762

– 0.016

0.055

18

Inclination to monochromaticity –
Polichromatism

0.790

0.266

0.020

– 0.263

19

Preference for light, bright colors –
Preference for dark colors

– 0.122

0.512

0.417

0.554

20

Inclination to cool colors – Inclination
to warm colors

0.745

0.193

– 0.177

– 0.339

21

Absence of color gradations within
each color – Inclination to large
number of gradations

0.829

0.311

– 0.203

– 0.017

22

Smooth painting – Texture painting

0.838

– 0.323

– 0.073

– 0.054

The four factors mentioned cover 35%, 27%, 12%, and 7% of the total dispersion,
respectively. [Each of other factors covers dispersion less than unity, and they are not
considered in the analysis.] The first factor responding to ‘hemispheric asymmetry,’
was examined in detail previously. The second factor was previously interpreted as
‘realistic character’ (Petrov & Boyadzhiyeva, 1996, pp. 128-131), the third one as
the ‘factor of scale,’ and the fourth as the ‘factor of optimism.’
In general, interesting is the very grouping of parameters which form factors. It is
important that the parameters possessing large loads onto one of the factors, reveal no
substantial loads onto other factors. It means that each factor reflects its own, relatively
autonomous aspect of creativity. However, there is no special factor responding to
our ‘neural force’ in question. [Besides, in case of music the factor of ‘neural force’
appeared immediately as the second factor while application of the same procedure
of ‘principal component analysis’ – see Mazhul, Petrov, & Mazhul, 2016.]
Figure 1 presents two-dimensional configuration – the result of principal component
analysis which used averaged estimations put by all experts to creativity of 40 eminent
painters, over the above 22 parameters. [Here out of the above mentioned preliminary
list of 40 ‘contrastive painters’: 20 left-hemispherical and 20 right-hemispherical
ones – only 26 painters are shown – those which occurred, on the basis of several
quantitative arguments, really ‘the most contrastive.’]
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Fig. 1 – Two-dimensional configuration of ‘contrastive’ painters: principal component
analysis. (Values in brackets designate the indices of neural force – see below).
Considering the first factor (horizontal axis), we see two ‘clouds’ designated by dotted
lines: the cloud of 13 left-hemispheric painters and the ‘cloud’ of 13 right-hemispheric
ones; they show no overlapping, possessing different positions along the axis of this
factor. It was named the ‘factor of asymmetry.’ The real existence of this factor was
confirmed by several methods, e.g., by very high correlation between the values of
the painters’ indices of asymmetry (calculated on the basis of 10 parameters – see
Petrov & Boyadzhiyeva, 1996) – and their horizontal co-ordinates. [For 26 painters
presented at Fig. 1, Spearman coefficient of rank correlation between these rankings,
equals 0.85 – significant at the level better than 1%.] Other factors do not relate to
our problem. But how to identify the parameters responding to the phenomenon of
‘neural force’ discussed?
3. Internal links in the sea of empirical data. Indices of ‘neural force’
At least some of the parameters seem to be reflecting the phenomenon of ‘neural
force’:
– the parameter No. 1 (Inclination to normative work – Inclination to originality);
really, in order to introduce innovations, it is desirable to possess rather high ‘force
potentialities’;
– the parameter No. 5 (Laconic expressive means – Diversity, variety of expressive
means); in fact, diverse expressive means evidence in favor of the need for richness
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of perceptual reactions;
– the parameter No. 21 (Absence of gradations within one color – Inclination towards
large number of color gradations), and
– the parameter No. 22 (Smooth painting – Texture painting).
All four parameters possess high loads onto the first factor. But do these parameters
work together in reality? To answer this question, it seems prospective to resort to
the help of more expanded sources of empirical data. Exactly such was the second
source – data over 10 ‘most important’ parameters of 200 eminent European painters
(including Russian ones), involved in a large evolutionary investigation; among these
parameters we find the above four ‘suspected’ features (see Petrov & Boyadzhiyeva,
1996, pp. 136-141). Are they linked with each other? In order to examine their mutual
links, we divided all 200 painters into sub-massifs, in accordance with appropriate
national schools of painting.
Table 2 presents an example of such sub-massifs – the above four parameters of
42 painters representing French art. [Each parameter in this Table designates the
percentage of experts’ estimations (of course, calibrated ones) evidencing in favor
of the painter’s inclination to the first pole of the given parameter.] It occurred that
these four parameters do really tightly correlated with each other. Thus, Spearman
coefficient of rank correlation between parameters No. 1 and 5 equals 0.77, between
No. 1 and 21 – 0.53, between No. 1 and 22 – 0.79 (all the values are significant at
the level better than 1%). :
Table 2
Data for calculating inter-parametric links: sub-massif of 42 French painters

Parameter
No. 1

Parameter
No. 5

Parameter
No. 21

Index
Parameter
of ‘neural
No. 22
force’

Painter

Index of
asym-metry

Bonnard

– 0.66

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.11

0.11

Boucher

– 0.20

0.44

0.33

0.33

0.56

0,41

Cézanne

+ 0.11

0.44

0.44

0.33

0.22

0.36

Chardin

+ 0.24

0.89

0.50

0.22

0.56

0.54

Clouet, C.

+ 0,79

1,00

0.89

0.89

1.00

0.94

Clouet, F.

+ 0.33

0.68

0.63

0.63

0.75

0.67
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Clouet, J.

+ 0.73

0.88

0.88

0.75

1.00

0.88

Corot

– 0.62

0.11

0.11

0.11

0,22

0.14

Courbet

– 0.33

0.22

0.44

0.33

0.33

0.33

David

+ 0.72

0.95

0.85

0.65

1.00

0.86

Degas

– 0.42

0.22

0.33

0

0.11

0.16

Delacroix

– 0.75

0.10

0

0.10

0.10

0.08

Denis

+ 0.11

0.71

0.57

0.57

0.57

0.60

Derain

– 0.11

0.11

0.56

0.56

0.22

0.36

Daumier

– 0.38

0.11

0.22

0.44

0.33

0.28

Fouquet

+ 0.69

0.89

0.67

0.67

1.00

0.81

Gauguin

– 0.13

0.22

0.44

0.78

0.56

0.50

Géricault

– 0.67

0.11

0.22

0.22

0.11

0.17

Greuze

+ 0.49

1.00

0.67

0.56

0.78

0.53

Gros

+ 0.04

0.78

0.33

0.44

0.56

0.53

Ingres

+ 0.62

0.80

0.60

0.60

0.90

0.73

La Tour

– 0.15

0.43

0.14

0.43

0.57

0.39

Lenain, A.

+ 0.53

0.75

0.75

0.63

0.78

0.73

Lenain, L.

+ 0,60

0.86

0.86

0.71

0.86

0.82

Lenain, M.

+ 0.66

0.86

1.00

0.71

0.86

0.86

Lorrain

+ 0.45

0.89

0.44

0.56

1.00

0.72

Manet

– 0.38

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.38

0.28

Marquet

– 0,23

0.25

0.63

0.50

0.13

0.38

0.56

0.56

0.56

0.56

0.56

Millet

0
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Monet

– 0.82

0.

0

0

0

0

Moreau

– 0.28

0.56

0.22

0.22

0.33

0.33

Pissarro

– 0.71

0.22

0

0

0

0.06

Poussin

+ 0.81

1.00

0.80

0.90

1.00

0.93

Redon

– 0.48

0.13

0.25

0.63

0.50

0.38

Renoir

– 0.71

0.75

1.00

1.00

0.95

0.93

Rousseau,
H.

+ 0.27

0

0.56

0.89

0.89

0.58

Rousseau, T.

– 0.47

0.44

0.22

0.33

0.44

0.36

Seurat

– 0.13

0.44

0.44

0.11

0.33

0.33

Sisley

– 0.62

0.44

0.11

0

0.22

0.19

ToulouseLautrec

– 0.44

0

0.44

0.56

0.22

0.30

van Gogh

– 0.82

0.10

0.10

0

0

0.05

Watteau

– 0.58

0.11

0.11

0

0.56

0.20

Analogous tight inter-parametrical links, as a rule, were observed on the material
of other sub-massifs. Their ‘mutual attraction’ permits to suppose the existence of
a certain ’averaged value’ which would reflect the phenomenon of ‘neural force.’
The column of such values (averaged over the above four parameters) is also
presented in this Table. Exactly these values can be named ‘indices of neural force,’
characterizing the creativity of each painter, and a column of appropriate values is
also presented by Table 2. The index of ‘neural force’ can vary in the range from
zero (representatives of ‘weak’ type) to unity (‘strong’ type).
The real importance of this index was confirmed by several methods. However, the
most interesting feature of this index is nothing else that it is almost coinciding with
the index of asymmetry. Thus, out of 26 ‘contrastive painters’ shown by Fig. 1, for
21 of them their ‘indices of neural force’ were calculated, and their ordering was
compared with their ranking over the ‘indices of asymmetry’: coefficient of rank
correlation occurred to be about 0.85, this value is significant at the level much better
than 1%. [A propos, the links between the four parameters selected, are so tight, that
it might be sufficient to average the values of only two out of them: if to use only
the parameters No. 21 and 22, – then the correlation would become only slightly
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less featured:– 0.80, this value being also statistically very highly significant.] At
Fig. 1 the values of ‘indices of neural force’ are also shown (in brackets): we see
that all painters of the ‘left cloud’ possess rather large ‘neural force’ (more than
0.50), whereas almost all painters belonging to the ‘right cloud’ (except Renoir) are
marked with small ‘neural force’ (less than 0.27). To illustrate the strict link between
hemisphericity and ‘neural force,’ Fig. 2 presents the data for the above 42 French
painters: their indices of ‘neural force’ – in function of their indices of asymmetry.
This dependence is evidently linear; in other words, these two indices differ only in
their absolute dimensions, i.e., they are practically identical.

Fig. 2 – Index of neural force INF vs index of asymmetry IA : 42 French painters
*

*

*

At least three conclusions can be made on the basis of our consideration.
Firstly, rather important is the phenomenon of mutual attraction of various parameters,
their inclination to one of the poles: weak or strong.
Secondly, the phenomenon of “neural force’ plays different roles in different kinds of
activity: in musical creativity there exists a separate factor reflecting this phenomenon,
whereas in painting it is simply a constituent of the phenomenon of functional brain
asymmetry. Generally speaking, such important evolutionary reason as the need for
‘divergent splitting’ of any system (see, e.g., Petrov, 2007) is simply ‘looking for
the most convenient place’ for dwelling? And it finds this ‘dwelling place’ either in
the phenomenon of hemisphericity (in case of creativity in painting), or in its own,
‘autonomous’ factor (‘built’ especially for this need, as it was in case of musical
creativity), or perhaps, in some other phenomena?
Finally, certain links between this phenomenon and some other substantial features
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of human activity, can cause various contradictions, and perhaps, namely here are
the keys for various riddles and dangerous trends in our social life, international
relations, etc.?
In any case, further investigations in this field seem to be rather prospective.
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MINIMAL AND COMPLETE STOCHASTIC TILING COMPOSITIONS
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Tambov, Russia
Abstract
As in previous articles (Lombardo 1993, 2016) stochastic tiles can form nonsense
shapes both on side connections of 2 tiles or on crossing connections of 4 tiles. The
shapes formed on side connections were named (I) and the shapes formed on crossing
connections were named (X). Tile compositions without repetitions and rotations of
(I) or (X) shapes are minimal. Minimal compositions including all possible (I) or (X)
shapes are complete. Only minimal and complete compositions of (I) shapes were here
considered and some remarkable minimal compositions with different stochastic tiles
were created. New compositions using schematic tiles and real stochastic tiles taken from
previous publications (Lombardo 1993) were shown.

1 – Side shapes
My “Stochastic Tiles” are square tiles combinable and forming always new drawings.
As described in previous articles (Lombardo 1993, 2016) stochastic tiles can form
nonsense shapes both on side connections of 2 tiles or on crossing connections of
4 tiles. The shapes formed on side connections of 2 tiles were named (I) and the
shapes formed on crossing connections of 4 tiles were named (X). Only (I) shapes
were considered in this paper. The shapes that are formed combining a same tile
were named (S). The shapes formed combining different tiles, without (S) shapes,
were named (D). The sum S + D were named (A). All shapes formed with a single
tile (S), including their rotations, are 16 (Lombardo 2016, Pag. 17, Fig. 3). To avoid
repetitions we must discard all rotations of the same shapes, so that (S) shapes
diminish to 10 (ivi, TAB. 2, Pag. 9).
Using 2 tiles all (A) shapes, including rotations, are 64. Discarding rotations they
diminish to 36. Using 3 tiles (A) shapes, including rotations, are 144. Discarding
rotations they diminish to 78.
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As shown in TAB. 1, the number of (D, S, A) minimal and complete compositions
using 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 different tiles were computed according to the related equations.
TAB. 1
T(n. of tiles)
1
2
3
4
5

D = (RT) + RT _ ST
2

2
0
16
48
96
160

S = 10T

A = (RT)2 + RT
2

(with rotations)

10
20
30
40
50

10
36
78
136
210

16
64
144
256
400

AR = (RT)2

Minimal and complete (A) compositions with 2 tiles must generate 36 side shapes,
but is it really possible.? How can we fit tiles in a compact floor without repetitions?
Trying to fit a floor with minimal compositions is extremely difficult, because a single
tile makes side shapes pop out in 4 directions and we must discard all repetitions. If
we try to combine tiles even in a single row we find it difficult to avoid repetitions.
Joining 2 tiles makes a single side shape, but at the same time it determines conditions
on how the 6 adjacent joins must be. A further source of difficulty is that, when
combined, the shapes formed with stochastic tiles are impossible to recognize by a
human eye. To solve the problem the first step was to simplify stochastic tiles in easy
visual forms as to make possible recognizing each side shape by a simple glance.
To this aim I designed a new group of simplified geometric tiles, 3 of which are
shown in Fig. 1, with respective rotations A, B, C, D.

Fig. 1 (3 schematic tiles and their rotations)
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2 – Compositions with a single tile
Several linear S compositions both minimal and complete were found (see TAB. 2).
Minimal, complete and more compact compositions with a single tile were found
as well. They are shown in TAB. 3. See in Fig. 2 the same compositions in which
simplified geometric tiles were used: it is possible demonstrate by a glance that no
side shape is repeated (minimality) and all 10 different side shapes are employed
(completeness).
TAB. 2
N

Minimal complete linear S compositions

1

A

A

B

B

A

C

A

D

B

D

2

A

A

B

A

C

A

D

D

B

D

3

A

A

C

A

B

D

D

B

C

D

4

A

B

D

D

B

C

D

A

A

C

5

A

C

C

D

B

C

B

D

D

C

6

D

D

B

C

D

A

A

C

A

A

TAB. 3
Minimal complete compact S compositions n. 1 and n. 2

A

C

B

B

D

A

D

B

C

A

B

A

A

A

B

D

Fig. 2 (minimal, complete and compact S composition n. 1 and n. 2)
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3 - Compositions with 2 tiles
After finding (S) compositions with a single tile, my next task was to find minimal and
complete compositions (D and A) with 2 tiles. I found several solutions of minimal
and complete compositions (D) with 2 different tiles, 2 of which are shown in TAB. 4
n. 1 and n. 2. Only TAB. 4 n. 1 was composed with simplified geometric (schematic)
tiles as in Fig. 3. I also found several minimal and complete (A) compositions with 2
tiles as shown in TAB. 5, TAB. 6 and TAB. 7. A corresponding schematic composition
taken from TAB. 5 is shown in Fig. 4.
So far I was not able to create more compact (A) compositions with 2 tiles, may be
it is impossible.

2 tiles D composition n. 1

1A
2A

2A
1D

1C 2B
2B 1C

1D
2A

TAB. 4
2A
1A

2 tiles D composition n. 2

1D

1B
2C
1A

Fig. 3 (minimal, complete and compact D composition n. 1)

1A
2C
1C
2C
1D

1D
2C
1B

1A
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TAB. 5
2 tiles A composition n.1
1B

2D

1B

1B

2A

2B

2A

1D

1A

1C

2C

1A

2D

2B

1B

1a

1b

2d

2a

2a

1c

1a

2a

2D

1C

2B

TAB. 6
2 tiles A composition n.2

2C

2A
1C
2B
1A

2C
2C
2A
2B
2C

1D
2C
2D

1A
2D
1B

1C
2C
1D

2C
1B
1B

1A
1D
1C

Tab. 7
2 tiles A composition n. 3
1B
2D
1A
2A
2B
2B
2B
2A
1B
1D
1B

1C
2B
1D

1A
2A
1D

1C
2A
1A

1D

2C
1B
2C
1C

Fig. 4 (2 tiles, A composition n. 1)
4 – Compositions with 3 tiles
Minimal and complete (D) compositions with 3 tiles, as much compact as I could
do so far, are shown in TAB. 8 n. 1, 2, 3 and 4. A correspondent composition of
TAB. 8, n. 4, with schematic tiles, is shown in Fig. 5. A complete and minimal (A)
composition with 3 tiles is shown in TAB. 9. The same composition with schematic
tiles is shown in Fig. 6.
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TAB. 8

3D
3C

3D

1C

1D
2B

1D

2B

1B

2B

1C

2C

3D

1A

3D

2D

3A

1A

2B

1D

3B

3D

1B

2D

1C

3C

2B

3B

1C

3B

2A

3D

1A

2D

1D

2D

1B

3B

2D

3D

2C

3C

2A

3A

1C

2D

1A

3B

1A
3A
3A

3 tiles D compositions (n. 1 and n. 2)

3A

3C
1A

3C

2C

2C

1C
3A

2A

2C
3B

2B

1A
3D

3 tiles D compositions (n. 3 and n. 4)
3D

2C

1A

2A 3A 1B

3A

3A

2D

1A 2B 3A

1C

1D

3A

2A 1A 2C

3A

3D

1A

3A 2B 1A

2D

3A

3A

1A

Fig. 5 (3 tiles D composition n. 4)

3A
3D
3A

1C

3A

2C

1A

3A

2C 1A

2A

3A

1B

3C 1D

3A 2D

1A

2B

3A

1C

1D 3A

2A

1A

2C

3A

3D 1A

3A

2B

1A 2D 3A

3A

1A

1B

1A

Minimal and complete stochastic tiling compositions
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TAB. 9
3 tiles A composition
1A

3B

2B

1D

3A

2C

1C

3B

3D

1D

3C

2C

1A

3C

2D

1A

3D

2B

1B

3D

2C

1B

3C

2B

1A

3A

1A

2C

3D

2A

1B

3A

2B

1C

2C

2C

2B

3B

2C

1D

3B

2D

1D

3D

1B

3A

3D

1B

Fig. 6 (3 tiles A composition)
5 – A sample of painting with real stochastic tiles.
The creation of new paintings as artworks was the aim of this research. Therefore the
abstract or schematic tiles must be replaced by real “Stochastic Tiles”. Just to illustrate
a result I will add here only a single painting composed with real stochastic tiles I
designed in 1992 (Lombardo 1993).
The painting cm. 300 x 400 vinilic on canvas was composed according to TAB. 8 n. 4.
6 – Discussion
Art history of the last century seem to reveal the progressive evolution of the artist into
a scientist, and the evolution of his method from arbitrary acts into systematic research
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of precise algorithms to generate artistic beauty. Completeness and minimality are
both mathematical and aesthetic values. So far aesthetic values were in conflict with
mathematics, because of the need of the artist to be free from roles of any kind (poetic
licence). In contrast compositions of stochastic tilings need mathematics research to
improve artistic values. Long ago minimality had been included as a basic value of
my Eventualist Theory (Lombardo 1986). Now completeness is a new one. Artistic
research on tilings has also enlighten a further conflict between completeness and
compactness in relation with aesthetics. Usually paintings are rectangular, but so
far I couldn’t always find minimal and complete compositions of stochastic tilings
fitting into a rectangular form. Therefore I have replaced the euclidean regularity of
traditional painting with new staggered forms.

Fig. 7 - Sergio Lombardo: Stochastic tiling 3TD, 2017, vinilic on canvas, cm. 300 x 400
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STOCHASTIC TILES. NEW AGORITHMS AND MATRICES
Abstract
A new set of 32 white and black stochastic tiles were generated using slightly
changed E-RAN algorithm. The generative procedure is described and
the matrices are shown. New paintings according to previous published
composition programs and according to a new procedure named QUILT
were created.
1 – Creating new stochastic tiles.
Each tile is a square of side cm. 100. The tiles are type A and type B. In type A the
edges AH, BC, DE, FG are Red, from which the new Grey edges will grow. In type
B the Red edges are AB, CD, EF, GH (see FIG. 1). At each progressive extraction
of random vertices N (x,y) only one among all the edges (a,b) “visible” from N is
to be cleared and replaced with 2 new edges. All the edges from whose extremes
it is possible to drown 2 new edges to N without crossing or touching any edge
or vertex are “visible”. To determine which visible edge is to replace 4 choices
are available: LONG (the longest), SHORT (the shortest), NEAR (the nearest), FAR
(the most far). Red edges, if visible, are preferred to Grey edges. All new edges are
drown in Grey. After the construction of the tile with all stright edges, the even N
vertices were changed into arcs choosing the maximum fitting diameter among cm.
6, 12, 25, 50, 100. According to a table of random numbers from 0 to 100, N vertices
were chosen and 32 W/B tiles were created. The matrices of the tiles are shown in
TABB. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Inverting the colors, 32 more tiles were added. The complete
set of 64 tiles is shown in FIG. 2. Some paintings were also created according to the
compositions previously published with typographical mistakes (Lombardo 2016).
The right compositions as errata corrige in TAB. 6 and TAB. 7 are now published
again. Some paintings employing the new tiles are shown in FIGG. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and
9. The paintings in FIGG. 6, 7, 8 and 9 were created using different compositions:
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“QUILT” 4T, no repetitions and no rotations. A complete and minimal toroidal 4T
QUILT composition is shown in TAB. 8 and a painting is shown in FIG. 10.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

TYPE A

TYPE B

Stochastic tiles. new agorithms and matrices
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TAB. 1 - MATRICES (A5, B5 - SHORT, LONG, NEAR, FAR)
A5M R/G (short)
n x y a b 2r

n

1

61 95

B

C

-

1

9

36

F

G

2

4

43

F

G

6

2

93 51

D

3

79 53

D

E

-

3

47 61

4

36 78

A

H 100

4

42 30

5

70 66

H

4

C

4

-

A5M R/G (long)
x y a b 2r

n

A5M R/G (near)
x y a b 2r

n

A5M R/G (far)
x y a b

-

1

64 82

B

C

-

1

3

11

F

G

-

E

12

2

73 64

D

E

12

2

30 12

B

C

12

A

H

-

3

96

6

D

2

-

3

33 79

A

H

-

B

C

4

36 46

F

G

25

4

86 43

D

E

12

A

H

-

B

-

2r

5

63 14

5

45 80

5

23 22

2

-

B5M R/G (short)
n x y a b 2r

n

B5M R/G (long)
x y a b 2r

n

B5M R/G (near)
x y a b 2r

n

B5M R/G (far)
x y a b

2r

1

7

9

E

F

-

1

10 49

G

H

-

1

73 46

C

D

1

7

86

C

D

-

2

55 70

C

D

50

2

31 72

A

B

25

2

11 54

G

H 100

2

11 27

E

F

25

3

94 12

G

H

-

3

80 79

C

D

-

3

83 75

A

B

-

3

82 24

E

2

-

4

10 75

A

B

12

4

43 33

E

F

50

4

56 40

E

F

50

4

21 54

G

H

50

5

89 90

C

2

-

5

86 25

D

3

-

5

5

H

2

-

5

68 89

A

B

-

95

-

TAB. 2 - MATRICES (A10, B10 – SHORT, LONG, NEAR, FAR)
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A10M R/G (short)
x y a b
89 34 D E
37 33 A H
10 47 F G
45 52 B C
58 11 E 1
69 37 1 5
72 46 1 6
89 40 1 7
86 89 B 4
94 60 7 8

2r
25
12
100
100
6

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A10M R/G (long)
x y a b
21 50 F G
36 15 D E
33 0 F 1
94 91 B C
42 28 D 2
75 63 A H
27 44 D 5
56 85 A 6
8 10 G 1
21 66 H 6

2r
12
50
12
100
100

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A10M R/G (near)
x y a b
19 55 A H
82 41 D E
72 16 F G
54 51 B C
53 84 B 4
27 6 F 3
21 37 H 1
68 28 G 3
43 93 B 5
11 39 H 7

2r
12
25
12
12
25

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A10M R/G(far)
x y a b 2r
59 8 A H 35 24 F G 25
26 79 H 1 46 68 D E 12
21 48 1 3 60 70 B C 12
54 89 B 6 15 69 3 5 25
81 86 6 7 64 10 A 1 6

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

B10M R/G (short)
x y a b
9 79 A B
23 50 C D
82 81 B 1
96 1 D 2
57 53 D 4
5 82 G H
94 90 B 3
28 37 E F
14 18 F 8
61 99 3 7

2r
25
12
25
6

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

B10M R/G (long)
x y a b
60 13 E F
95 34 C D
48 61 A B
29 16 G H
18 63 H 4
54 39 4 5
35 60 A 3
68 46 B 3
76 11 B 8
16 34 5 6

2r
25
50
6
100
25

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

B10M R/G (near)
x y a b
80 33 C D
17 23 G H
84 65 A B
55 54 E F
72 61 A 3
41 0 F 4
0 8 G 2
29 66 4 6
83 20 D 1
64 82 B 3

2r
50
100
25
12
25

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

B10M R/G (far)
x y a b 2r
68 13 A B 27 47 E F 6
90 46 C D 10 15 G H 6
33 59 A 1 84 71 B 1 6
87 78 C 3 38 80 1 6 12
50 7 F 2 34 96 B 6 12
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TAB. 3 - MATRICES (A20, B20 – SHORT, LONG, NEAR, FAR)
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

A20M R/G (short)
x y a b
61 31 D E
50 16 F G
0 17 F 2
89 17 E 1
54 66 B C
45 0 E 4
0 7 F 3
32 65 A H
7 81 H 8
75 74 B 5
58 78 5 10
86 9 E 6
94 49 D 1
37 98 5 11
56 28 H 9
33 35 G 2
83 51 1 13
48 47 1 17
16 9 3 7
77 65 18 20
B20M R/G (short)
x y a b
10 93 A B
83 30 G H
21 34 G 2
23 80 C D
9 76 H 2
54 21 E F
80 8 E 6
28 45 H 5
72 51 C 4
15 86 B 1
20 75 2 5
27 95 1 10
80 19 6 7
15 4 G 3
61 79 C 9
40 78 9 15
20 5 3 14
78 57 15 16
45 6 E 7
44 45 5 11

2r
12
12
12
12
6
6
6
50
12
6

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

2r
25
100
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

A20M R/G (long)
x y a b
36 73 A H
29 57 F G
76 24 D E
72 82 B C
83 5 E 3
91 94 C 4
53 34 F 2
66 27 F 7
19 86 H 1
40 84 A 1
13 95 H 9
93 72 2 7
88 9 D 3
13 64 2 12
66 32 7 12
49 59 12 14
22 9 F 8
37 21 8 17
68 76 12 16
99 7 D 13
B20M R/G (long)
x y a b
51 34 E F
47 69 A B
71 45 C D
55 95 B 2
23 37 G H
19 15 F 1
71 52 H 5
16 60 H 7
9 16 5 7
45 20 E 1
52 8 E 10
65 20 D 3
97 12 D 12
98 93 A 2
92 26 C 3
26 44 7 8
91 95 C 15
85 67 15 17
4 83 2 14
34 58 7 16

2r
12
12
12
6
25
25
50
100
12

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

2r
50
50
25
100
25
25
6
25
100
12

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

A20M R/G (near)
x y a b
42 9 F G
41 77 A H
43 28 D F
66 81 B C
7 28 G 1
63 68 C 4
10 61 H 2
11 12 G 5
97 15 D 3
51 3 F 1
76 77 4 6
50 49 3 9
5 42 1 5
25 52 2 7
74 86 4 11
67 14 E 3
95 30 D 9
79 19 E 16
43 17 1 10
49 59 9 12
B20M R/G (near)
x y a b
89 69 C D
58 70 A B
76 81 E F
94 98 C 1
79 15 E 3
24 54 G H
50 89 A 2
87 31 D 1
46 83 2 7
10 60 H 6
15 24 G 6
33 82 2 9
59 32 E 5
84 93 1 4
71 41 5 13
10 85 H 10
22 61 6 10
38 11 F 3
50 8 F 18
7 96 H 16

2r
50
6
6
6
50
12
25
6
-

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

2r
25
6
25
25
12
6
12
100
12
-

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

A20M R/G (far)
x y a b
41 17 B C
33 37 A H
15 75 A 2
32 50 A 3
52 21 D E
69 38 D 5
50 95 B 1
54 64 C 1
82 40 C 8
57 89 C 9
85 75 9 10
0 89 2 3
8 95 3 12
39 33 1 7
76 24 E 5
68 60 10 11
22 42 F G
16 13 G 17
16 31 17 18
92 38 9 11
B20M R/G (far)
x y a b
80 61 G H
11 100 H 1
56 13 C D
4 34 1 2
48 83 A B
90 16 E F
43 95 B 5
28 77 1 4
9 0 G 1
75 68 1 8
95 52 D 3
65 61 1 9
40 50 G 9
89 80 8 10
29 64 10 14
10 11 G 13
48 26 9 12
25 57 10 15
59 29 C 3
23 42 13 16

2r
6
12
50
25
12
6
12
12
12
6
2r
6
12
6
50
25
25
6
12
6
50

Stochastic tiles. new agorithms and matrices
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TAB. 4 - MATRICES (A30 – SHORT, LONG, NEAR, FAR)
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

A30M R/G (short)
x y a b
63 14 D E
43 88 A H
49 59 B C
45 8 F G
36 20 E 1
95 44 1 5
18 7 F 4
79 14 D 1
55 33 C 3
60 87 A 2
56 98 A 10
19 34 2 10
32 24 3 9
43 93 10 11
90 75 9 13
85 52 C 9
2 38 H 2
11 70 H 17
12 32 G 4
23 81 H 18
12 21 G 19
32 87 2 17
92 13 D 8
71 71 3 13
80 19 8 23
20 56 2 22
37 40 3 24
87 30 23 25

29 77 87
30 91 91

B
B

2r
12
25
25
12
25
12
12
200
200
12
12

3 29 12

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

A30M R/G (long)
x y a b
28 89 A H
54 15 D E
77 60 B C
87 37 D 2
33 75 F G
41 9 F 5
4 93 H 1
89 42 C 3
33 21 5 6
60 48 5 9
70 58 2 4
40 85 B 3
74 69 3 12
9 64 G 5
25 79 5 14
20 61 G 14
82 29 2 11
8 53 G 16
46 10 E 2
10 10 9 10
88 16 2 17
15 43 10 20
84 83 B 12
45 73 5 10
49 20 10 22
61 88 12 23
75 22 2 21
24 29 22 25

2r
200
200
25
200
12
12
12
50
50
50
12
50
200
50

29 62 55 11 17 30 64 31 10 25 50

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

A30M R/G (near)
x y a b
7 5 F G
86 41 D E
60 44 B C
65 90 A H
21 49 G 1
54 31 C 3
68 9 E 2
6 52 G 5
52 17 C 6
62 19 C 9
85 26 D 2
9 91 A 4
92 42 2 11
93 78 C 10
20 12 F 1
56 81 H 4
24 86 4 12
51 35 3 6
43 74 H 16
55 60 B 3
94 33 11 13
97 15 D 11
86 84 10 14
40 13 6 9
71 28 10 23
8 41 5 8
0 11 1 5
70 59 3 20

29 22 63
30 37 38

5
3

26
18

2r
25
12
12
100
12
100
100
12
12
12
12
12
-

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

A30M R/G (far)
x y a b
95 72 F G
50 7 D E
36 21 G 1
56 67 A H
12 53 1 3
40 92 B C
38 74 H 4
26 88 A 4
12 40 G 3
64 70 4 8
90 7 D 2
47 42 1 5
37 38 3 5
87 37 F 1
57 12 D 11
83 45 F 14
92 84 B 6
87 27 D 15
4 89 8 10
9 93 A 8
8 56 4 7
63 43 F 16
30 14 G 9
17 80 H 7
19 71 7 21
81 49 16 22
29 56 1 12
47 71 4 21

29 76 28
30 70 93

F
6

2r
12
25
12
12
12
200
100
12
25
200
12
50

22 17 200
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TAB. 5 - MATRICES (B30 – SHORT, LONG, NEAR, FAR)
n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

B30M R/G (short)
x y a b
45 45 A B
0 90 E F
50 73 A 1
33 36 F 2
10 22 G H
68 22 C D
11 55 H 5
39 71 1 3
70 68 C 6
52 46 6 9
86 49 9 10
51 85 A 3
11 8 G 5
52 6 F 4
65 64 9 11
4 54 H 7
30 6 5 13
44 83 3 8
83 100 C 9
80 30 6 10
84 0 D 6
61 25 6 20
28 66 8 18
25 33 5 17
91 42 C 20
60 96 3 12
76 22 6 21
20 90 18 23
13 60 2 4
10 93 23 28

2r
12
200
50
25
25
50
50
12
100
12
25
100
12

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

B30M R/G (long)
x y a b
14 45 G H
39 87 A B
92 27 C D
84 69 E F
50 61 F 4
67 6 E 4
93 64 4 6
81 10 6 7
77 41 F 5
70 73 B 2
66 13 F 9
44 25 F 11
0 19 5 9
7 15 F 12
31 72 2 10
55 81 10 15
57 1 12 14
27 68 4 5
28 51 5 13
41 41 9 13
82 2 D 3
86 91 B 10
5 91 H 1
52 57 13 20
58 48 9 20
5 0 F 14
44 89 B 22
9 69 1 23
11 78 1 28
83 57 7 8

2r
50
100
12
25
50
25
25
50
12
12
25
12
12
50

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

B30M R/G (near)
x y a b
32 6 E F
9 22 G H
50 87 A B
92 65 C D
15 78 C 4
75 37 D 4
93 20 D 6
66 13 E 1
91 47 4 6
60 35 6 7
56 98 B 3
36 78 A 3
29 49 3 12
61 88 9 11
22 42 12 13
65 67 3 14
9 90 H 2
14 23 2 17
99 32 D 7
19 34 17 18
69 57 6 10
71 77 14 16
40 30 10 21
25 13 F 1
2 42 G 2
39 23 10 23
8 14 F 24
26 29 18 20
45 59 3 13
20 64 12 15

2r
12
100
25
50
100
50
200
12
50
12
25
50
12
12
50

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

B30M R/G (far)
x y a b
53 66 E F
94 34 A B
10 63 G H
57 80 A 2
95 18 2 4
20 44 A 4
75 32 4 5
78 9 4 7
20 37 4 6
7 79 H 3
27 60 A 6
65 74 2 5
0 90 H 10
42 77 A 11
37 17 E 1
28 74 G 3
44 23 1 15
24 13 F 1
53 39 1 17
8 51 3 20
93 85 C D
48 20 E 15
3 0 4 9
40 89 A 14
63 95 6 9
93 97 C 21
36 24 1 19
46 6 E 22
49 91 A 24
8 27 16 20

2r
25
25
200
50
12
100
12
12
12
25
-

TAB. 6 - Errata corrige: (RPA n. 27,2016, pag.11, TAB. 9)
2 Tiles, 12 cells, all 16 possible D side-shapes,
1 of which occurs twice differently rotated.
2A 1D 2D 1B

1C 2C 1A 2A

2B 1A 2A 1C

1D 2D

1B

2B

1B 2A 1B 2D

2D 1B 2A 1B

1C 2B 1C 2A

2A 1C

2B

1C

2A 1A 2B 1C

1B 2D 1D 2A

2B 1B 2C 1D

1C 2A

1A

2B

Stochastic tiles. new agorithms and matrices
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TAB. 7 - Errata corrige: (RPA n. 27,2016, pag.12, TAB. 10 )
2 Tiles, 31 (left) and 36 all possible (right)
A side-shapes, no repeatitions, no rotations.
2A

2C 2D

2D

1C

1B

2A 1D

2B

1D

1C
1A
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Complete and minimal toroidal 4T QUILT composition
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Fig. 5

Sergio Lombardo

Stochastic tiles. new agorithms and matrices
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Stochastic tiles. new agorithms and matrices
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INTERVISTA A SERGIO LOMBARDO IN OCCASIONE DEL RESTAURO DEL
SUPERCOMPONIBILE 1967.
Abstract
One of Sergio Lombardo artworks belonging to the “Supercomponibili” cycle (1965
– 1968) is the subject of a conservation project at the “Istituto Superiore per la
Conservazione e il Restauro”, in the conservation laboratory of contemporary art
materials. The following interview aims at exploring the genesis of the cycle and the
stylistic, aesthetic and technical features of the project, focusing on the original historical
and political context, the way the artwork has to be installed and its conservative issues.

Come nasce il ciclo dei Supercomponibili? Quale è il messaggio che si vuole
trasmettere e in che modo questo rientra nell’ottica dell’Eventualismo?
Il ciclo dei Supercomponibili nasce dalle mie ricerche dopo il 1964 rivolte verso
nuove forme di installazione, senza abbandonare i miei principi estetici fondamentali:
MINIMALITA’, ASTINENZA ESPRESSIVA e INTERATTIVITA’. Questi tre principi
estetici, che a mio avviso erano già contenuti in nuce nel Futurismo, confluiranno poi
nella formulazione dell’Eventualismo che completai negli anni successivi (Lombardo
1987). Il principio dell’astinenza espressiva si oppone all’estetica dirigista che
presume un committente, spesso lo Stato, il quale delega paternalisticamente l’artista
a comunicare specifici “contenuti”, “significati” o “messaggi” preconfezionati ritenuti
“edificanti”. L’astinenza espressiva si oppone anche al metodo surrealista che delega
l’artista a frugare “spontaneamente” nel proprio inconscio alla ricerca di contenuti
nascosti, originali, o particolarmente “geniali”. Il principio dell’astinenza espressiva
si oppone infine alla ricerca di “spontaneismo” tipica del metodo dadaista, un metodo
che invita l’artista ad imitare il bambino, il pazzo, il drogato e l’animale, ritenuti
più “spontanei”, più “naturali” e più “liberi” dell’uomo civilizzato e ancor più dello
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scienziato. Come aveva già intuito il Futurismo, invece, l’artista mira a stimolare, o
perfino provocare, il pubblico ad interagire creativamente in una situazione finalizzata
a far scaturire, nuovi, imprevedibili e più raffinati valori estetici. In tal senso va inteso
anche il principio dell’interattività, che non trasmette, né esprime, né rappresenta
“messaggi” precostituiti, ma crea le condizioni di collaborazione con il pubblico
(eventualità) affinché nascano nuovi valori estetici. Il principio della minimalità
è infine la discriminante fra l’artista “spontaneo”, “poetico”, “arbitrario” come lo
sciamano e l’artista eventualista, che è uno scienziato e come tale utilizza il metodo
sperimentale alla ricerca di nuovi, imprevedibili e più raffinati valori estetici.
Come si inserisce nel contesto artistico, romano e non, degli anni ’60? E quanto
ha in comune con la contemporanea Pop Art americana?
A Roma ho iniziato con i Monocromi azzerando tutti i presupposti estetici che
all’epoca rendevano rissoso ed inconcludente il contesto artistico. Partire da zero
significava poggiare la ricerca sul metodo scientifico sperimentale, condividere
l’accettazione futurista della scienza e della tecnologia contro i valori “passatisti”
(1909), considerare l’indifferenza visiva di Marcel Duchamp in relazione agli
oggetti industriali di massa (Duchamp 1914-’17, cfr. Toppi 2003), rifiutare la
“rappresentazione” in favore dell’opera-oggetto come intuito nel manifesto dell’Arte
Concreta (1930). Tutto ciò conduceva inevitabilmente alla Pop Art, già implicita nel
Futurismo. La Pop Art Internazionale, che non è esclusivamente americana (Alexander
2015, Morgan, Friggeri 2015), implica l’accettazione dei codici mass-mediatici ai
quali nel mondo globalizzato è impossibile rinunciare. Quanto al contesto artistico
romano la mia prima mostra risale al Premio Cinecittà del 1958 in cui conobbi Lo
Savio, Schifano, Mambor e Tacchi. Gli organizzatori della mostra erano i membri
del Partito Comunista che all’epoca gestiva la cultura italiana: Venturoli, Micacchi,
Mazzullo, Del Guercio e Morosini. Del Guercio esordì nella conferenza stampa
inaugurale dicendo che i miei quadri (Monocromi) erano stati esposti solo “per
far vedere come non si deve dipingere”. Mi intimarono di abbracciare il Realismo
Socialista altrimenti la mia carriera artistica sarebbe stata da loro stroncata (Lombardo
1993). Mi avvicinai a quella che poi sarebbe stata la Scuola di Piazza del Popolo,
conobbi Plinio de’ Martiis, i suoi amici americani Leo Castelli ed Ileana Sonnabend,
insieme ai principali artisti internazionali, fra cui Marcel Duchamp, Tristan Zara,
Andy Warhol, e tanti altri. La cultura ufficiale italiana ci ignorava, considerandoci
“sovversivi”. Plinio ricevette la proposta di entrare in società con Ileana Sonnabend,
ma lui non accettò. Ileana quindi si avvicinò alle gallerie torinesi, dove, anche
per suo impulso, sarebbe poi nata l’Arte Povera. Purtroppo dopo il 1964 Plinio e
la maggior parte della critica ufficiale italiana abbandonarono progressivamente la
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competizione all’interrno delle avanguardie internazionali, ritirandosi pateticamente
e polemicamente nel Primitivismo, nell’Anacronismo e nel Passatismo (Lombardo
1990, 2014).
Il ciclo nasce sul finire degli anni ’60, nel pieno della Guerra Fredda. Con la
serie dei Supercomponibili si vuole, in qualche modo, rappresentare la situazione
politica internazionale? In che modo le opere hanno a che fare con questo
conflitto?
Dopo il 1964 il mio rapporto con Plinio iniziò ad incrinarsi ed il gruppo della Scuola
di Piazza del Popolo si disperse. Il continuo tentativo di reinterpretare i miei lavori
del 1961-’64 come “figurativi” e comunque di volerli ricondurre all’interno di
antiche tradizioni “poetiche”, mi faceva orrore. Ritirai e nascosi (Lombardo 2004)
tutti i miei quadri colorati che piacevano ad esempio a Cesare Vivaldi perché li
trovava “ribollenti di passione pittorica” (Vivaldi 1964). Lo stesso Vivaldi, quando
vide i primi “Supercomponibili” nel 1966 scrisse che avevo bruscamente “sterzato”,
mentre Giorgio de’ Marchis qualche anno dopo mi definì l’unico “sopravvissuto al
naufragio dell’avanguardia” (De Marchis 1974). L’influenza della Guerra Fredda a
Roma aveva avuto un forte impatto alla fine degli anni Cinquanta. In quell’epoca
vi fu il Trattato di Roma, in cui la Città eterna fu vista come madre della rinascita
democratica dell’Europa. Ma dopo la Biennale di Venezia del 1964, quando la
Pop Art “americana” ormai si era imposta in tutto il mondo come antagonista del
Realismo Socialista, il problema non era più quello di scegliere fra democrazia
capitalista e dittatura comunista, ma quello di inserirsi nella competizione del mercato
globalizzato, o isolarsi. Per me quindi la scelta era se aderire all’Arte Povera nata
come ricostruzione politica di un’arte “italiana” vista come derivato della Pop Art
“americana” ed in grado quindi di inserirsi nel mercato globale, oppure se proseguire
nella mia ricerca nata come evoluzione dell’avanguardia futurista filtrata attraverso
il manifesto dell’Arte Concreta, e andare incontro all’isolamento istituzionale e di
mercato. Fra le due alternative scelsi la ricerca e il relativo isolamento, abbandonai
il mondo dell’arte e mi avvicinai a quello universitario, quindi fondai l’associazione
Jartrakor e la Rivista di Psicologia dell’Arte.
Le opere afferenti ai Supercomponibili dovevano interagire con il pubblico,
sollecitarlo e invitarlo a “allestirle” secondo i propri schemi. Era realmente così?
Il pubblico era effettivamente coinvolto e invitato ad interagire con le opere? In
tal caso, in che modo, nella pratica, ciò si conciliava con l’ingombro ed il peso
dei vari moduli?
L’interazione non avveniva in galleria o durante le mostre da parte dei visitatori
perché una volta installati i Supercomponibili diventavano un’opera da valutare
solo esteticamente. Il fatto che queste opere si prestassero ad infiniti allestimenti
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diversi riguardava piuttosto la progettazione dell’allestimento, che io lasciavo ai
curatori, o ai proprietari dell’opera. In ossequio al principio dell’astinenza espressiva
i Supercomponibili erano forme minimali che non dovevano contenere scelte
esteticamente espressive da parte dell’autore. Come avevo fatto con i Monocromi,
quando avevo ridotto al minimo i “mezzi” della pittura (forma, colore, composizione),
allo stesso modo ridussi al minimo le forme di un allestimento tridimensionale.
Si trattava infatti di cubi, linee, cerchi, archi e angoli elementari. Anche i colori
erano quelli primari. Solo al momento dell’allestimento si presentava un vero
problema estetico, perché l’allestimento poteva essere arbitrario e quindi espressivo.
L’intervento creativo del pubblico, anche sotto forma di proposte di allestimento, o
di ipotesi mentali o fantastiche, completava l’opera rendendola interattiva. Spesso
infatti compariva una scritta che conteneva un compito estetico affidato al pubblico:
“Disporre 127 cubi nel modo più semplice”, oppure “Disporre N aste in K colori
entro uno spazio X secondo uno schema Y”.
L’allestimento dell’opera era pensato in funzione di un determinato ambiente (e
dunque di una forma specifica) o cambiava invece in modo fluido, a seconda del
“contenitore” in cui doveva essere collocato?
Cambiava in modo fluido a seconda sia del contenitore, sia dell’allestitore, sia
dell’evoluzione nel tempo dei valori estetici. Infatti i progetti degli allestitori, diversi
nel tempo, potevano ogni volta essere datati, fotografati e riprodotti come nuovi
eventi firmati dall’allestitore.
Oltre alla prima mostra, alla Galleria La Salita, ed a quelle all’I.C.A. di Boston
ed al Jewish Museum di New York, in quante e quali altre occasioni l’opera è
stata riesposta? E l’intero ciclo?
Il Supercomponibile retto giallo e rosso fu pubblicato per la prima volta su Flash Art
nel gennaio 1968 (Volpi et al. 1968) con una discussione avvenuta nel mio studio
fra Jannis Kounellis, Marisa Volpi, Nello Ponente, Pino Pascali e me. L’intervento
di Pino Pascali fu cancellato perché prolisso. Sull’intero ciclo in generale ricordo
una mostra personale alla Galleria Grosseti di Milano e una a Bari curate da Marisa
Volpi nel 1968 (Volpi 1968). Poi ci sono state delle personali al MUDIMA di Milano
nel 1974 (Ponente 1974) e nel 2004 sia a Milano che a Firenze (Cattaneo 2004).
Una grande personale al Museo Laboratorio dell’Università di Roma La Sapienza
fu curata da Maurizio Calvesi e Miriam Mirolla (Calvesi, Mirolla 1995). Nel 1969 i
Supercomponibili insieme alla Sfera con Sirena furono esposti alla Biennale di Parigi
a cura di Palma Bucarelli. La Soprintendente della GNAM di Roma curò diverse
mostre d’arte italiana all’estero, perfino in Giappone. Comunque l’elenco delle mostre
sarebbe troppo lungo e non saprei dire esattamente quale opera specifica fosse stata
esposta in ciascuna mostra. Il Supercomponibile 1967 esposto alla Galleria La Salita ad
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esempio era composto di moduli angolari, quindi era diverso da quello esposto a New
York e a Boston, che era composto di moduli curvi. I Supercomponibili infatti sono una
serie di opere in Fòrmica eseguite fra il 1965 ed il 1968, che comprendono: Superquadri,
Strisce Extra, Aste, Punti Extra, Moduli (angolari, retti e curvi), Cubi e Scatole.
L’opera ha subito delle modifiche nel corso dei vari ri-allestimenti?
Veniva allestita sempre in modo diverso, ma non ci sono state modifiche nel progetto.
Dopo essere stata esposta alla Galleria La Salita, l’opera è entrata direttamente
a far parte della collezione Liverani? Quanto alle altre opere del ciclo, quale è
stata la loro vicenda? È a conoscenza di dove esse siano oggi conservate?
L’opera è nata fin dall’inizio come collezione Liverani, perché lui ne aveva finanziato
la realizzazione. Ricordo inoltre la collezione di Gino Di Maggio al MUDIMA di
Milano, i prototipi conservati nel mio magazzino e poche altre collezioni. Comunque
nel mio magazzino conservo diversi progetti esecutivi di varie opere di quel ciclo.
I pochi prototipi che esistono li avevo costruiti io stesso a studio, o li avevo fatti
eseguire a qualche artigiano, ma in realtà pur trattandosi di arte industriale, nessuno
dei Supercomponibili è mai stato messo in produzione.
La fòrmica è un materiale insolito e quotidiano, domestico, perché l’ha scelta
come espressione della sua arte? Ha qualche significato particolare o si tratta
soltanto di una preferenza di tipo estetico-pratico?
La Fòrmica è un materiale industriale, non artistico, anzi anti-artistico. L’ho scelta
per questo motivo. Duchamp molto prima di me aveva trasformato in opere d’arte
alcuni oggetti quotidiani, prodotti dall’industria di massa, come uno scolabottiglie.
Io non volevo “esprimere”, ma provocare l’espressione del pubblico. La Fòrmica era
ideale per costruire forme geometriche minimali, industriali, non “poetiche”.
Si ricorda dove si riforniva di questo materiale?
Per far eseguire i progetti mi rivolgevo ai fabbricanti di mobili in Fòrmica su progetto.
La marca di laminati che usavo per i miei prototipi era la PIRIV di Torino.
Quale è stato il processo creativo che ha portato alla realizzazione di opere come
i Supercomponibili: era lei stesso a costruire i vari pannelli, vincolando i laminati
alle strutture in legno, oppure si limitava a fornire un progetto ad altri, incaricati
della “costruzione” dell’opera?
Ambedue le cose, a seconda delle mie disponibilità finanziarie, ma l’ideale sarebbe
stato di far realizzare tutti i miei progetti da un’industria specializzata.
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È a conoscenza dell’adesivo impiegato per la giunzione dei laminati al supporto
ligneo?
Gli artigiani dell’epoca usavano il BOSTIC, ma io preferivo il VINAVIL. Oggi si
usano colle industriali e presse a caldo, in modo da evitare le deformazioni della
funzione specchiante tipica della Fòrmica lucida.
Un materiale come la plastica, nella concezione comune, è spesso visto come
eterno e immutabile, incapace di modificarsi e di deteriorarsi nel tempo. Di fatto
sappiamo che non è così. Come giudica il degradarsi delle sue opere e, più in
particolare, dei materiali che le compongono?
La mia opera è il progetto. La realizzazione pratica si deve evolvere con l’evolversi
dell’industria.
Quindi, laddove un materiale ha come prospettiva iniziale quella di durare per
sempre, che poi nel tempo viene disattesa, come giudica i cambiamenti che si
verificano, specialmente se essi pregiudicano la lettura e la fruibilità dell’opera?
Anche Orazio voleva che le sue poesie durassero “aere perennius”, ma scriveva
su tavolette di cera perché non era ancora stata inventata l’industria della stampa.
Per rispettare il poeta Orazio oggi stampiamo la sua opera su carta, o sul web, ma
qualcuno potrebbe trovare utile sapere come erano fatte le originali tavolette di cera
autografe. Dipende da cosa vogliamo conservare e per quale tipo di fruizione.
Reputa necessario un intervento che riporti l’opera all’origine o considera come
fisiologico ed auspicabile il suo mutamento?
L’opera per me non consiste solo nel feticcio materiale, nuovo o invecchiato che sia,
l’opera è sopratutto il progetto. Credo che per rispettare il progetto originale, nel
mio caso bisognerebbe ristampare l’opera periodicamente usando di volta in volta i
mezzi tecnologicamente più avanzati. Quanto al restauro del feticcio professo la mia
incompetenza.
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MONOCROMI E TILING IN ARTE E ARCHITETTURA:
I QUADRI “MONOCROMI” DI SERGIO LOMBARDO E I PAVIMENTI DI
CARLO SCARPA
Abstract
In the history of art, the definition of MONOCHROME can be applied to many works
of 20th century art, including tha abstract creations of the Russian avant-garde, as well
as several American and European paintings made after the second World War.
In architecture, TILING refers the practice of modular tessellation with which the
inner and outer surfaces of a building can be clad.
The paper compares the monochrome paintings of the artist Sergio Lombardo and the
monochrome floors created by the architect Carlo Scarpa, all of them realized in Italy
in the late 1950s. An analysis of the works reveals several significant aesthetic and
conceptual analogies between them.

I Monocromi di Sergio Lombardo
“You know, it’s just really not sufficient, if Yves would accept to add at least a little
line, or a dot, or even simply a spot of another color, then we could show it, but a
single color, no, no, really, that’s not enough, it’s impossible!” (Riout 2006).
Con queste motivazioni, nella primavera del 1955, la giuria della sezione riservata
all’Astrattismo al Salon des Réalités Nouvelles, rifiutò il quadro monocromo
arancione del ventisettenne Yves Klein, intitolato Expression de l’univers de la
couleur mine orange (Espressione dell’universo di colore minio arancione).
Analoga sorte, in un certo senso, toccò tre anni dopo, in Italia, al più giovane Sergio
Lombardo, diciottenne, il quale, alla mostra, “Premio Cinecittà”, organizzata a Roma
nel 1958 dal Partito Comunista, vide accettato uno dei suoi primi Monocromi, ma con
la spiegazione della giuria che questo era avvenuto solo per dimostrare ”come non si
deve dipingere….” (Fagiolo dell’Arco M. 1993).
I due episodi sono significativi per comprendere la specificità dei quadri dell’artista
italiano nel vasto insieme dei quadri del novecento riuniti con il nome “monocromi”.
La commissione francese non aveva capito il profondo significato spirituale alla base
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del quadro di Klein, pur spiegato nel suo titolo e dichiarato dall’autore: “my paintings
represent an idea of absolute unity in perfect serenity; an abstract idea represented
abstractly.” (Klein 1956).
La commissione italiana aveva invece risposto perfettamente alle aspettative del
giovane artista, il cui intento dichiarato era proprio “dipingere un quadro chiaramente
non artistico, che chiunque avrebbe potuto dipingere allo stesso modo. […] un
oggetto che, qualora esposto in una mostra d’arte, venga subito smascherato dai
critici come non-arte” (Lombardo 2002).
Per Lombardo si chiusero le porte anche delle mostre successive, compresa quella
Monochrome Malerei di Leverkusen nel 1960 che decreterà il successo di un genere.
Una volta che parte della critica, ebbe riconosciuto un qualche valore pittorico ai
suoi Monocromi, con l’invito ad esporre queste opere in importanti manifestazioni
l’artista cesserà di dipingerne volgendosi ad altri temi e modalità di lavoro.
Lombardo realizza i quadri di questo periodo all’inizio del 1958.
In Europa, Yves Klein, aveva esposto i suoi quadri monocromi di vari colori nel febbraio
1956, alla mostra “Proposition monochromes” presso la Galleria Colette Allendy di
Parigi, e a gennaio dell’anno successivo, a Milano, l’artista apre definitivamente
la stagione delle sue opere più note con la mostra “Proposte Monocrome, Epoca
Blu” alla Galleria Apollinaire: 11 tele identiche dipinte con il celebre blu “Hannah
Weitemeier”.
In America Ad Reinhardt aveva realizzato ed esposto i suoi Abstract paintings neri
già dai primi anni cinquanta mentre Robert Rauschenberg aveva eseguito numerose
serie di quadri monocromi prima bianchi (Withe paintings) e successivamente rossi,
blu e neri. Mark Rotko aveva proposto le sue tele coperte di campi uniformi di intensi
colori già alla fine degli anni quaranta.
In realtà l’azzeramento di segni di qualunque tipo sulla tela con quadri di un
unico colore era già avvenuto agli inizi del ventesimo secolo con gli artisti russi
d’avanguardia: Rodchenko e Malevich. Quest’ultimo dipinge l’opera forse più
emblematica del genere “Quadrato bianco su fondo bianco” nel 1912.
Per tutti questi autori però l’esperienza di azzeramento aveva profondi significati
ideali e rappresentava il punto ultimo di tensioni rivoluzionarie sempre fortemente
all’interno di una funzione educativa, esaltante, magica dell’arte, con l’obiettivo
persistente di stimolare stupore o ammirazione nello spettatore. Ancora quindi
proponendo un’azione pittorica fortemente espressionista.
In Italia a Milano, nello stesso anno della mostra di Klein, Piero Manzoni esegue il
primo quadro monocromatico, con un rettangolo bianco sovrapposto ad un fondo
sempre bianco, realizzato con un materico caolino steso grossolanamente sulla tela, e
inizia la sua lunga serie di opere “Achrome”. I quadri di entrambi gli artisti vengono
pubblicati sul primo numero della rivista Azimuth. Castellani e Bonalumi lavorano su
tele monocrome ma indirizzando la loro ricerca sulle deformazioni tridimensionali del
mezzo pittorico e sulla rifrazione della luce sulle alterazioni imposte alla superficie
piana. A Roma Schifano dipinge i suoi quadri monocromatici gialli.
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Gli artisti italiani assumono però una posizione del tutto opposta all’ambiente
internazionale sopra descritto: “ I primi quadri soltanto gialli con dentro niente,
immagini vuote, non volevano dir nulla. Andavano di là, o di qua, di qualsiasi
intenzione culturale. Volevano essere loro stessi […] Fare un quadro giallo era fare
un quadro giallo e basta” (Schifano 1972).
Manzoni afferma con chiarezza la sua posizione teorica: “La questione per me è dare
una superficie integralmente bianca (anzi integralmente incolore, neutra) al di fuori
di ogni fenomeno pittorico, di ogni intervento estraneo al valore di superficie: un
bianco che non è un paesaggio polare, una materia evocatrice o una bella materia,
una sensazione, un simbolo o altro ancora: una superficie bianca che è una superficie
bianca e basta” (Manzoni 1959). In realtà Manzoni, con le opere della serie Achrome,
sperimenterà soprattutto l’utilizzo di materie diverse restando saldamente legato alla
poetica di parte dell’informale italiano ed in particolare all’esperienza materica di
Burri.
Anche per Sergio Lombardo l’intenzione è “dipingere un quadro senza valore,
senza espressione, senza originalità, senza fantasia” (Lombardo 2002). Ma questa
idea si traduce in un progetto di atti elementari, organizzati secondo una procedura
prestabilita e utilizzando mezzi minimi e banali, tale da poter essere ripetuto da
chiunque. La procedura è infatti semplice e la qualità e la precisione dell’esecuzione
non sono significative: deve solo essere eseguita secondo il programma.
Ci troviamo ancora di fronte ad un “quadro” della tradizione pittorica e di questo si
conservano ancora gli elementi costitutivi: la tela bianca di forma geometrica regolare
come supporto, materie e colori che la ricoprono, una tecnica di posa (il collage). Ma
la presenza dell’artista assume nuovi significati, il suo ruolo è limitato all’ ideazione
del progetto dell’opera; sono eliminati il suo talento di pittore, la sua eccezionalità in
quanto artista-creatore.
La procedura consiste nel ritagliare manualmente (e quindi con possibilità di errori
e imprecisioni) un determinato numero di rettangoli di carta, all’incirca delle stesse
dimensioni, incollarli in successione secondo una griglia ortogonale su una tela che
li contenga e quindi colorare il tutto uniformemente, a pennello e senza particolare
cura, con uno smalto commerciale. Il colore dei primi quadri è il nero ma anche
questo è indifferente, e può essere “scelto a caso, con estrazione casuale di numeri”.
La diversa natura assorbente dei due materiali di supporto fa sì che si crei un fondo
opaco (la tela) su cui risaltano, per la maggior lucentezza dello smalto, i rettangoli di
carta. Si percepisce quindi, pur sulla stessa superficie bidimensionale del supporto,
una distanza apparente tra i quadratini e il fondo, che unitamente alle leggere
imprecisioni denuncia in maniera sottile l’azione metodica ma sbrigativa della
realizzazione. Emerge così la dichiarata assenza della ricerca di una qualità artistica.
In realtà l’artista ha compreso perfettamente la maggiore complessità estetica di
queste opere ”la neutralità di questi quadri attirava il mio sguardo per ore”. Lo
sguardo dell’osservatore in effetti vaga da un punto all’altro dello spazio finito della
tela. La comprensione dell’oggetto, che potrebbe sembrare immediata e semplice, in
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realtà non lo è. Il “guardare” diventa “ricerca” per lo spettatore, che quindi diviene
protagonista; ma è una ricerca vana (interminabile) di un significato che non c’è.
La presenza di un progetto da seguire per l’esecuzione, la scelta dei moduli minimi
e la loro specifica disposizione sul supporto, aggiungono a queste opere un aspetto
significativo: la posa di elementi modulari, ripetuti su una superficie di fondo fino a
coprirla interamente, è infatti un processo analogo a quello della realizzazione di un
pavimento o del rivestimento di una superficie architettonica. È dunque un’azione di
tiling. Ne contiene tutte le caratteristiche procedurali ed estetiche.
Nel caso dei Monocromi di Lombardo il quadratino o rettangolo di carta è la “mattonella”; la sua fattura manuale è analoga a quella di una mattonella fatta a mano con i
materiali tipici (argilla, vetro, ecc.) e dalle forme leggermente imperfette; gli spazi tra
di essi, che scoprono il fondo, corrispondono alle “fughe” della stuccatura che, nella
posa in opera tradizionale, assorbe le imperfezioni dimensionali dei lati e del lavoro
del posatore. Ugualmente la possibilità che la composizione si estenda all’infinito rimanda direttamente all’idea del pavimento e in senso più generale al tiling. Il quadro
dunque come frammento di un pavimento possibile.
L’interesse e il valore estetico di queste prime intuizioni verrà dimostrato e implementato dall’artista nella successiva produzione artistica. In continuità e coerenza
con i Monocromi, infatti, negli anni ottanta, dopo aver sperimentato altri campi e modalità di azione, la sua ricerca si concentra nuovamente sulla realizzazione di quadri
la cui superficie viene saturata da campi di diverso colore pensati come elementi modulari. Tali campi, sia come forma che come tipo di colorazione, sono realizzati con
vari metodi logici e sempre secondo procedure prestabilite che annullano qualsiasi
scelta soggettiva dell’artista e che l’artista definisce Pittura stoocastica (Lombardo
1986, 1994).
La distanza degli elementi è però, in queste nuove opere, annullata, ovvero la realizzazione del quadro non è più un processo di sovrapposizione di moduli (i quadrati
di carta) su un fondo (la tela) che emerge negli spazi lascati scoperti, ma si configura
esattamente come un’azione di tassellatura senza giunti che satura la superficie stabilita.
Nella serie delle Mappe, l’estrazione casuale di punti su fogli suddivisi in ascisse
e ordinate e il loro collegamento con linee o curve, secondo vari metodi, determina forme irregolari che vengono poi evidenziate da diverse colorazioni (Lombardo
1999). La possibilità di estendere i disegno all’infinito, viene ottenuta individuando
la serie di punti su una griglia toroidale. Ogni mappa diviene quindi un modulo (una
mattonella) che può essere accostato ad altri e moltiplicare così il disegno.
Nel caso delle Mattonelle stocastiche (Lombardo 1994) il modulo quadrato è ridotto
al minimo e la possibilità combinatoria è assicurata lasciando costanti e simmetriche
porzioni di bordo uguali e corrispondenti sugli spigoli e sulle zone mediane dei lati in
modo che campi dello stesso colore possano continuare nel modulo adiacente dando
origine a nuove forme e annullando (in realtà rendendo solo estremamente difficile)
la percezione del disegno del modulo minimo. La possibilità di orientare come si
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vuole i moduli determina la possibilità di ottenere innumerevoli combinazioni impreviste.
L’artista considera dichiaratamente, questi suoi quadri come “pavimenti” e in effetti
la suddivisione in moduli minimi, con disegni di vari gradi di complessità, rende possibile la fabbricazione e la messa in opera di reali mattonelle e pavimentazioni (Greco
2003, 2011, 2014). In questi pavimenti reali, la percezione inevitabile del giunto, anche se ridotta al minimo con la calibratura perfetta delle mattonelle, svela in maniera
impercettibile la natura combinatoria modulare e contribuisce all’ interesse estetico
complessivo del manufatto architettonico.
I pavimenti monocromi di Carlo Scarpa
Tra il 1950 e il 1958, l’architetto Carlo Scarpa, nell’ambito della sua ricerca progettuale, approfondisce il tema dei pavimenti, nel suo lavoro di restauro del Museo di
Castelvecchio e del palazzo Quirini Stampalia a Venezia e nel suo progetto del negozio Olivetti sempre a Venezia, in Piazza S. Marco.
Mentre nei primi due lavori la sua attenzione si concentra sulla combinabilità di
tessere quadrate di diverso colore semplicemente accostate per coprire la superficie
dei pavimenti, nel negozio di Venezia l’architetto giunge ad elaborare un tipo di pavimento del tutto originale la cui immagine e valenza estetica si avvicina molto alle
opere coeve di Lombardo e si presta quindi ad alcune riflessioni critiche.
Nel progetto di restauro della fortezza scaligera di Castelvecchio, e del nuovo allestimento del Museo, iniziato nel 1950 e concluso negli anni sessanta, Scarpa sperimenta
un particolare disegno di rivestimento in tessere colorate utilizzando marmi e pietre
di quattro colori e vari gradi di levigatura, due chiari, rosa e crema (pietra di Prunn)
e due scuri, verde e rosso (marmo verde Alpi e porfido). Il modulo di base è formato
da un quadrato in cui un quadrante è costituito da un area di colore contrastante con
gli altri 3 quadranti. Le combinazioni possibili dei quattro colori scelti, determinano
16 diverse composizioni che combinate insieme costituiscono l’intero rivestimento.
Questo sistema combinatorio, che porta ad affiancarsi e confondersi in vari modi i
diversi colori e materiali, consente di creare un insieme apparentemente casuale di
campi colorati, multipli del singolo quadrante . Scarpa in realtà progetta con cura la
disposizione dei moduli evitando ripetizioni e simmetrie per ottenere l’assenza di
zone di maggior concentrazione ovvero l’assenza di attrattori percettivi (Williams,
Moran, 2006).
Il risultato è simile alle sperimentazioni artistiche degli stessi anni di François Morellet, in particolare l’opera Répartition aléatoire de triangles suivant les chiffres
pairs et impairs d’un annuaire de téléphone, dove però la aleatorietà delle scelte
non esclude l’addensarsi di ripetizioni e la comparsa di simmetrie. E molto probabile
invece l’influenza diretta di alcune opere di Mondrian, la Scacchiera a colori chiari e
la Scacchiera a colori scuri, dipinte nel 1919 ed esposte alla Galleria d’arte Moderna
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di Roma, nella mostra del 1956, di cui egli cura personalmente l’allestimento (Dalai
Emiliani 2010).
Per il disegno del pavimento dello show-room Olivetti, (1958-59) Scarpa abbandona
lo schema precedente e crea un nuovo modello. Il pavimenti sono qui realizzati con
delle tessere di vetro colorato, rettangolari o quadrate annegate in un tradizionale
massetto e disposte secondo una griglia ortogonale. Le tessere sono distanziate e
hanno i contorni irregolari in conseguenza del taglio avvenuto manualmente dai fogli
di vetro. I colori utilizzati sono il bianco, il blu e il rosso, disposti rispettivamente nei
diversi ambienti del piccolo negozio sotto i portici di Piazza San Marco.
Scarpa, per questo progetto, fa riferimento nei suoi scritti e conferenze alla influenza
della tradizione dei mosaici e del tipico pavimento a “terrazzo” di Venezia, sua città
natale, rielaborati in forma originale; altri hanno osservato come questi pavimenti
siano stati studiati “ in modo da simulare un effetto di mobilità come se la superficie
fosse sempre sotto l’effetto dell’‘acqua alta” (Albertini B., Bagnoli S. 1988). In
realtà anche in questo caso, il motivo ispiratore sembra piuttosto la suggestione dei
quadri di un pittore, Klee, del quale l’architetto aveva curato l’allestimento di una
piccola sala alla XXIV Biennale di Venezia nel 1948. In particolare i disegni del
periodo divisionista sembrano avere una diretta influenza. In quella occasione erano
esposti Der Schritt, del 1932 e Geöffnet del 1933 ma alcune opere più significative
del periodo, quali Le croci e le colonne del 1931 o il disegno Testa di atleta del 1932,
che però non sappiamo se fossero conosciuti da Scarpa, presentano delle evidenti
affinità con il nuovo disegno di pavimenti (Cassani 2011). È singolare però l’affinità
estetica di questi pavimenti con le opere dell’avanguardia artistica italiana degli stessi
anni e in particolare con i coevi Monocromi di Sergio Lombardo in quanto sono
analoghi gli elementi che determinano l’immagine estetica: l’organizzazione delle
tessere, la monocromia, la fattura artigianale, l’interspazio che lasca vedere il fondo,
l’imprecisione della posa.
La differenza è nella percezione che i visitatori hanno dei pavimenti, in quanto questa sarà prevalentemente dinamica e distratta e perché i pavimenti partecipano alla
composizione complessiva dello spazio architettonico insieme agli altri materiali ed
elementi progettati. La qualità estetica del disegno attrae però certamente lo sguardo
e l’ interesse degli osservatori più sensibili, che si soffermano così ad una osservazione statica e concentrata. Si attivano così per loro meccanismi percettivi analoghi
a quelli stimolati dai quadri Monocromi collocati in uno spazio espositivo e sopra
descritti.
Conclusioni
Il riconosciuto apprezzamento delle creazioni di Scarpa confermano, anche in una arte
applicata come l’architettura, il valore assoluto di alcuni principi estetici teorizzati
e applicati da Lombardo nella realizzazione dei suoi primi quadri Monocromi,
principi che successivamente costituiranno alcuni dei fondamenti della sua teoria
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Eventualista: la minimalità, la strutturalita, la spontaneità, l’astinenza espressiva
(Lombardo 1999b).
D’altra parte le opere di Lombardo, che a partire dai monocromi fino alla produzione
attuale, sempre più ruoteranno intorno al tema del tiling, attingono ad alcune
peculiarità disciplinari dell’architettura: la progettazione di una procedura di posa, (o
di montaggio), la sovrapposizione di moduli su una superficie di fondo, la saturazione
della superficie con elementi modulari, la raffigurazione sul piano di una profondità
spaziale apparente. Tutti elementi che contribuiscono senza dubbio alla originalità e
al valore estetico delle sue opere.
L’apprezzamento estetico, nei vari ambiti disciplinari, può essere dunque determinato
o incrementato da un insieme di fattori che derivano da discipline diverse e che si
combinano con quelli propri della disciplina stessa. Anche al di là della consapevolezza
dell’autore.
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Sergio Lombardo, monocromo bianco 49, 1960.

Sergio Lombardo, monocromo nero-rosso, 1959.
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Carlo Scarpa, Museo di Castelvecchio, 1950-1960. Facciata esterna del Sacello, particolare del
rivestimento in pietra.

Carlo Scarpa, Museo di Castelvecchio, 1956-1960. Facciata esterna del Sacello, disegno di
progetto.
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Carlo Scarpa, palazzo Quirini Stampalia, Venezia. Pavimento.
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Carlo Scarpa, palazzo Quirini Stampalia, Venezia. Pavimento, particolare.

Piet Mondrian, Composition in Grid 8, scacchiera con colori scuri, 1919.
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Francois Morellet, Répartition aléatoire de triangles suivant les chiffres pairs et impairs d’un
annuaire de téléphone.

Paul Klee, Testa di atleta, 1932.
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Paul Klee, Testa di atleta, 1932. Particolare.

Carlo Scarpa, negozio Olivetti, Venezia 1957-1959- Pavimenti.
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Carlo Scarpa, negozio Olivetti, Venezia 1957-1959- Pavimento, particolare bianco.

Carlo Scarpa, negozio Olivetti, Venezia 1957-1959- Pavimento, particolare blu.
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G. C. Cupchik, L’estetica scientifica dopo Berlyne; G. A. Golitsyn, Il principio di massima
informazione in arte; S. Lombardo, Specchi tachistoscopici con stimolazione a sognare. Alcuni
risultati sperimentali; D. Haitovsky - H. Benziman, La personalità di Pontormo: un nuovo
sguardo al diario, alla vita di Vasari e ad alcune opere; A. Capriotti, Le Café de Nuit di Vincent
Van Gogh: qualche considerazione; Summaries
N. S., anno XV, nn. 3-4-5, 1994, pagg. 99
M. Davi - C. Martindale, Attrattività estetica della simmetria percettiva; V. M. Petrov,
Problemi di stile: espressioni caratteristiche dell’emisfero sinistro e di quello destro nell’arte; S.
Lombardo, Interpretazioni e preferenze nelle configurazioni casuali; S. Mastandrea, La
percezione degli oggetti e le proprietà fisiche delle emozioni; S. Lombardo, Pittura Stocastica.
Tassellature modulari che creano disegni aperti; R. Galeotti, Il ruolo della dispersione nella
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produzione di inferenze; P. Mottola, Miglioramento - Peggioramento; M. Mirolla, I Monocromi di Sergio Lombardo
N. S., anno XVI, n. 6, 1995, pagg. 32
V. M. Petrov, Evoluzione dell’arte e asimmetria cerebrale; S. Lombardo, Piero Manzoni e la
cultura spettacolo. Confutazione di quattro giudizi banali; R. Galeotti, Conoscenza e metodo
nella ricerca artistica d’avanguardia; P. Mottola, Uno stimolo acustico emotivamente evocativo costruito sperimentalmente
N. S., anno XVII, n. 7, 1996, pagg. 55
S. Lombardo, Event and decay of the aesthetic experience; V. M. Petrov, Golden section in
the light of an informational approach; G. V. Ivanchenko, The phenomenon of invariance in
style identification tasks; R. Galeotti, Saturazione dello stimolo e decadimento del giudizio di
complessità; S. Lombardo, L’amore di Carmen
N. S., anno XVIII, n. 8, 1997, pagg. 45
S. Lombardo, L’irruzione della realtà nell’arte e nella psicoanalisi; G. Pansini, Sulla sindrome di Stendhal; G. Lombardo, Il Surrealismo, la malattia mentale e l’arte psicopatologica; M.
C. Reggio, Anatomia artistica del sistema adrenergico; M. Mirolla, La “fine della storia”
come metodo storiografico: la XLVII Biennale Internazionale d’Arte di Venezia
N. S., anno XIX, n. 9, 1998, pagg. 61
L. A. Mazhul - V. M. Petrov, The evolution of aesthetic attitudes in the erotic sphere: Longrange tendencies (Information approach); M. Mirolla, Incorporazione e cannibalismo. Spettro
evocativo di uno stimolo visivo composto; S. Lombardo - R. Galeotti, La fantasia nella percezione dei volti; G. Pansini, Comunicazione paradossale e dinamiche di gruppo; R. Francès
- A. Bacus, Validazione del Metodo Audio-Guidato di Solfeggio (MAGS)
N. S., anno XX, n. 10, 1999, pagg. 65
M. Krampen, Project of a Semantic Theory of Color Aesthetics; S. Lombardo, Estetica della
colorazione di mappe; R. Galeotti, La dispersione dello spettro evocativo come parametro
estetico; M. Mirolla, Identità di genere e angoscia di castrazione nello spettro evocativo di uno
stimolo composto; G. Lombardo, Psicologia del jazz; G. Pansini, Sinestesia e percezione
spazio-temporale
N. S., anno XXI, n. 11, 2000, pagg. 87
S. Lombardo, Requisiti scientifici della psicologia dell’arte. I. Teorie dell’esperienza estetica;
G. Pansini, Francesca Woodman, la ninfa di Balthus; M. Mirolla, Due esperimenti di sogno
indotto; G. Petruzzelli, Il primo ricordo degli artisti
N. S., anno XXII, n. 12, 2001, pagg. 96
S. Lombardo, Requisiti scientifici della psicologia dell’arte: II. La creatività dell’artista; V.
M. Petrov - L. A. Majoul, Evolution of art and culture. The wholistic sense of periodical
processes; V. J. Konecni, The Golden Section in the structure of 20th-century paintings; V. M.
Petrov, Sizes of paintings. Evolution in the light of the arousal potential; G. Pansini, Psicoanalisi del costruttore di automi; C. Greco, Realizzazione di una serie di pavimenti stocastici nei
nuovi ingressi di 26 unità abitative di case popolari nel quartiere Tufello a Roma; A. Spina - L.
Pagliarini, Globalization: tra arte scienza e società
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N. S., anno XVIII, n. 13, 2002, pagg. 80
S. Lombardo, 10 opere dal 1960 e una teoria; V. M. PETROV - L. A. MAJOUL; Pulsation of
literary life: periodica behavior of Russian poetry and proce in light of the informational approach;
S. MASTRANDREA - R. PICCOLI, Un approccio psicodinamico all’opera di Antonio Canova; G.
PANSINI, Parla con lei; L. PAGLIARINI, Una tela viva; C. GRECO, Il progetto di architettura.
Metodi, teorie, creatività e caso
N. S., anno XXIV, n. 14, 2003, pagg. 82
V. M. PETROV, Perception of poetical devices. An experiment with inter-stanza associative links;
C. GRECO, Verso un’architettura eventualistica; L. PAGLIARINI, LifeGrabber; G. PANSINI,
eco e Narciso; V. M. PETROV - V. S. GRIBKOV, Leading national schools of European painting: Psychology and geography of evolutionary shifts (a model and its statistical verification); S.
LOMBARDO, Alcune procedure di arte automatica. Nonsense shapes, Pioggia di punti, Metodo
Lab, Mappe minimali e di Heawood; R. GALEOTTI, Proiezioni e preferenze nell’interpretazione
di disegni senza oggetto
N. S., anno XXV, n. 15, 2004, pagg. 106
Claudio Greco - Carlo Santoro, Metodi avanzati di composizione architettonica stocastica; Luigi Pagliarini, Energies visualizer; Miriam Mirolla, Spettro evocativo di uno
stimolo visivo; Sergio Lombardo, Due chiusure Sat; Roberto Galeotti, Tre esperimenti sul colore e la colorazione di Strutture e Disegni; Paola Ferraris, Sulla storia in rapporto con l’evento; Vladimir M. Petrov, Perspectives of cultural evolution: Methodology of
long-range and super long-range forecasting (information approach)
N. S., anno XXVI, n. 16, 2005, pagg. 80
Sergio Lombardo, Amore di papà. Lettere di un padre separato; peter kulichkin, “Musical
arithmology” in search for quality in qualitity; Vladimir m. petrov, Perception of temporal
circles in poetical oeuvres theory and empirical data; Paola ferraris, Avanguardia e imprevisto dal courrier dada di Raoul Hausmann; claudio greco - carlo santoro, Applicazioni di architettura eventualistica; miriam mirolla, Trasgressione o ricerca: una questione
di ermeneutica dell’arte contemporanea
N. S., anno XXVII, n. 17, 2006, pagg. 56
GIULIANO LOMBARDO - Sergio lombardo, Devices of robotic art; Vladimir M. Petrov, Vertical dimension, ethics, and contemporary psychology of art; Giuliano Lombardo, “Factors of abnormality and disturbance”; Lidia A. Mazhul, Interdisciplinary studies of
artistic creativity; Sergio Lombardo, Inversione cromatica e cespugli; Paola Ferraris,
Da Time all’avanguardia: ipotesi su amore e ricerca
N. S., anno XXVIII, n. 18, 2007, pagg. 96
Sergio lombardo, Amore di papà; Lidia A. Mazhul, Crystallization of innovations in the
psychology of art and culture; alexander kharuto - timofey kovalenko - peter
kulichkin - vladimir petrov, Intensity of artistic creativity: periodical waves in the evolution of european music, painting, and theatre
N. S., anno XXIX, n. 19, 2008, pagg. 48
VLADIMIR M. PETROV, Art in meseums: bridging gap between intuition and concept (Reflection,
expositions, and their social and psycological aspects); SERGIO LOMBARDO, Automatic colouring of stochastic maps; STEFANIA MANCONE, Cenni psicologici su “Il Nuovo avvocato” di
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Franz Kafka; ROBERTO GALEOTTI, Preferenze per la colorazione “legittima”. Alcuni risultati
sperimentali
N. S., anno XXX, n. 20, 2009, pagg. 56
GIORGIO VACCARO, Ablazione genitoriale e parental alienation syndrome; SERGIO LOMBARDO, Procedure automatiche che generano mappe stocastiche dotate di proprietà proiettive;
MIRIAM MIROLLA, Le contraddizioni dell’arte che emergono dalla 53ª esposizione internazionale d’arte di Venezia; VLADIMIR M. PETROV, Art as elevation means within the system of
culture: Information theory approach
N. S., anno XXXI, n. 21, 2010, pagg. 80
Giuliano Lombardo, Composizione algoritmica e creatività automatica; Vladimir M.
Petrov, Devices providing the integrity of works of art: Classification based on the information
approach; Sergio Lombardo, From the roots of eventualism in 1960 to stochastic paintings
and robotic art; Paola Ferraris, Problemi ancora aperti dell’avanguerdia storica: Mondrian;
Miriam Mirolla, Il caso Gino De Dominicis
N. S., anno XXXII, n. 22, 2011, pagg. 112
Stefano Mastandrea, Il museo tra comunicazione, didattica e fruizione; Dionigi Mattia Gagliardi, Disegno ambiguo e immagini mentali; Roberto Galeotti, Interferenze
verbali nella visualizzazione di contenuti mentali; Vladimir M. Petrov, The paradoxical
essence of poetry: Construing principal features of verse proceeding from psychological considerations; Claudio Greco, Idee per la città eventualista; Giuliano Lombardo, Neuroestetica e psicologia dell’arte; Miriam Mirolla, 7 tipi di deprivazione visiva; Carlo Santoro,
Spazio; Luigi Pagliarini, Wearable Robotics Modular for Art
N. S., anno XXXIII, n. 23, 2012, pagg. 128
Sergio Lombardo, ”72 tilings 1995” - New automatic compositions of stochastic floors;
Vladimir Petrov, Art matters: How “ephemeral” aesthetic phenomena change a culture and
how we can use them to shape social progress; Giuliano Lombardo, La percezione estesa: cyborg, robot e ai; Stefano Mastandrea, Wertheimer Balla. 1912-2012: un secolo dal
Movimento apparente; Miriam Mirolla, Guardare attivamente. Contributi eventualisti alla
didattica museale; Claudio Greco, Le teorie dei razionalisti russi e il laboratorio di psicotecnica al Vuthemas (1919-1927) alle origini dell’approccio eventualista all’architettura; Carlo
Santoro, Beijing urban marginalities: a “metaestetica” approach; Paola Ferraris, “How
New York Stole the Idea of Modern Art”. Note sull’idea di arte moderna e l’avanguardia; Dionigi
Mattia Gagliardi, Preferenze del pubblico nella fruizione di immagini costruite con le tassellature stocastiche di Sergio Lombardo; Luigi Pagliarini, Algoritmi genetici musicali (MAG);
Roberto Galeotti Uno studio sperimentale sul ritratto alla cieca
N. S., anno XXXIV, n. 24, 2013, pagg. 64
Sergio Lombardo, New n-coloured stochastic tilings – Vladimir Petrov, L’art prosaïc:
Contemporary long novel – tendencies and perspectives – Giuliano Lombardo, Estetica ed
evoluzione: alla ricerca dell’arte allo stato naturale – Miriam Mirolla, 60 Seconds Avatar.
Autoritratti antiespressivi – Sergio Lombardo, Algoritmi stocastici che generano imprevedibili facce – Dionigi Mattia Gagliardi, Neuroestetica e Teoria Eventualista. Nuove prospettive per le arti visive.
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N. S., anno XXXV, n. 25, 2014, pagg. 104
Sergio Lombardo, 3-4-5-Chromatic minimal stochastic tiles – Sergio Lombardo,
Cambio di paradigma nella storia dell’arte italiana degli anni ‘70: Postmoderno, Anacronismo e
Transavanguardia come risposte polemiche all’avanguardia statunitense – Lidia A. Mazhul &
Vladimir Petrov, Harmony of existence, visual illusions, and test for subject’s “happiness”
Vladimir Petrov & Lidia A. Mazhul, Temporal determination of creativity in the light
of hemisphericity: A trial of quantitative investigation – Luigi Pagliarini, Universi relazionali paralleli: progetto per una modularità relazionale - Giuliano Lombardo, Kant, Darwin
e l’arte contemporanea. Rilettura della teoria garroniana sulla creatività – Dionigi Mattia
Gagliardi, Percezione culturale di sei volti - Claudio Greco, Modular tessellation and
architecture. Sergio Lombardo’s stochastic tiles and their application in real architectures.
N. S., anno XXXVI, n. 26, 2015, pagg. 104
Vladimir Petrov From Informational Roots – to Humorous Fruits (A ‘Global Approach’ to Very Interesting Phenomena – VIPs of Our Mental Life) – Sergio Lombardo
Stochastic Tilings and symmetry – Giuliano Lombardo Imparare ad apprezzare una sfida impossibile. Apertura e indeterminazione nella partecipazione estetica – Claudio Greco
Due progetti sperimentali di architettura eventualista – Stefano Mastrandrea Tiles are
not just for floors – Sergio Lombardo L’arte nel contesto sociale “Au rendez-vou des amis”
Fondazione Palazzo Albizzini Collezione Burri. Tavolo di discussione: sullo sviluppo nel contesto
sociale. Città di Castello 25 giugno 2015 – Lidia A. Mazhul & Vladimir Petrov Faces of romanticism – or maybe something else? Bimodal ‘seasonal distributions’ in political life
Sergio Lombardo Imprevedibili deformazioni di volti Miriam Mirolla Movimenti oculari nella percezione di un’immagine stocastica.
N. S., anno XXXVII, n. 27, 2016, pagg. 70
Sergio Lombardo Combinatorial theory of stochastic tiling – Luigia Lonardelli “POP IN ITALY” - Conversazione con Sergio Lombardo al Philadelphia Museum of Art
Vladimir Petrov Vibrato-like processes in art, culture, and social life: Informational model,
empirical verification, and forecasting – Elizabetha Levin Time for poetry in the model of the
clock of the phoenix. The Temporal Aspect of Poetic Creativity

